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FOREWORD 

This paper is a development and a systematic presentation of the sub

jects treated in three lectures . delivered to the School of Cosmic Physics, 

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, on May 8, 11 and. J2, 1959· 

I aclmowledge w.ith pleasure my indebtedness to Senior Professor Lo Wo 

Pollak who had the idea of these lectures and kindly proposed their publi...; 

eation as a Geophysical Bulletin of the School of Cosmic Physics. 

A .. G. 
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CHAPTER I 

ANALYSIS OF THE THERMO-HYDRODYNM'IICAL PROBlEM 

1~ Preli.minary remark - From the standpoint of dynamical meteorology, 

the atmosphere must be considered as a fluid medium which undergoes mechanical 

actions (due to the gravitation and to the pressure and frictional stresses) 3 

as well as thermodynamical actions oonsisting in hE'.at exchanges with the ex

ternal worldo Consequently 9 it is quite easy to understand why the general 

opinion has been to consider the problem of dynamical meteorology merely as a 

particrular case of the general problem of Fluid Mechanics completed by Thermo-

dyna,micso However s we are going to show that this statement needs to be 

criticised and correctedo 

2o The fundamental therm.o .... hyt!rqdynamical equations m Let us first con

sider the different principles of eonservation and equivalence which form the 

basis of Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics and are expressed by partial dif

ferential equations between the characteristic properties of the fluids o 

In any theoretical description of mechanical. phenomena taking place in a 

l'liemann:ian space=time with s:ynmetrlc fundamental tensor of the second order, 

the equations of the gravitational field necessarily lead to the introduction 

of a property of the material contents of splce-time which is also represen

ted by a second order symmetric tensor., As a consequence of the field equa

tions themselves3 this tensor -the anergycomomentum tensor - is essentially 

conservati 'Veo For non=relativistic velocities, in other words for veloci-

ties .s> such as those occurring ltn. the atmospheric motions, which are very small 

compared with the velocity of ligh , it is well known that the conservation 

property of the energy-momentum tens r can be split in two conservation pro-



pert.i es g the conserva.ti n f energy anu the cGnserva tion et momen o At 

the n n=relativ:i.stic velocities 9 the eonservati n Gf ene 1'$" ( E = }1_ c 2.) ia 

equiT&lent to the oonservati~n of rest mass and is expressed by the s =eal.led 

equati n of oontinuityo 

) Eque.tion of oontinlrl;ty m LtJ of!l" enot ( *) the vol of the nut• 

per y mass ( specific volume) and Gm. an element of a masa..M bounded by 

cles d surface a- " o The n.te •f the variation of the volume 1: 

..... '* 
f M with time ( t ) is bvi.oualy ~ to the :f'lsw of the wloeity V 

r be n ° through the boundary surface (}"" i since q- is a fluid surfaoeo 

s e 

( .) 

~ 

11 en es the ext.ernal uint veeter n rma.1. te o- 0 For any .tunecu 

F f sp e ani time we haves 

(2) NjFim sjf{ frn fF[ f;, "~;))'m "'/-ff I'm +jFEI"', 
Jtt. .M. Jo1. P1 "" 

c d ing the intensi y .t the a&UNes r sinks of natter and d/dt the 

:ra r e individual varl.a: ns g 

( 3 

ere V is the gradient pera~rq Consequently.~~ the relation ( 1 ) be= 

( Th 0 f r the notat.i ns 'With ast.erisks will appear later (Chapter Ill)• 



.{4) 

or: 

( 5) 

f Jf ( == ~ /d ~ ) denoting. the densityo In dynamical meteorology the tenns of 

these equations depending on the intensity of the sources or sinks of matter 

are quite negligible '> in the great majority of cases. 

familiar fornl' of the equation of continuity: 

(6) 

We then get the 

which, thanks to ( 3 ) , can also- be written as a partial di..Uerential equation: 

b) Equation o£ motion - We now consider the conservation of momentum.. 

For a finite mass M the JIIOJDSltum is given by 1 V.* I'm (the reason for 
-+ ~ 

denoting the_ velocity by ~*- w::lll appear a little later). This quanUty can 

undergo a time variation through the influence: 1°) or gravitation on any of 

the mass elements or M ; 2°) or the pressure and frictional stresses on the 

boundary surface er of .M • The law of motion of the mass .M. (Newton 1 s 

law, since we only cc:msidar non-rel.ativi.Uc velocities) then ia tblt tol.lDwing: 

(8) ~ ~~* J'm = fo_,.tm -jT?*i{d<r-f't;:-# d<r + Jij e tm, 
M M q- <T /t1 

Where ~ is gravitation, ]> 11 pressure and ~the tensor of the frictional 
-+ 

stresses ( a symmetric tensor of the aeccad order) and ""/ the ttansli.tory 

velocity of the reference frame ( the invariance of eqatJ.on (8) needs the 
-+ 

introduction of ~ E ) • By means of the uSual transfom&tion of surface in-

tegrals in VOl'llllllf) mtegrals, it is euU7 en that the point e t.ion of 

motion corresponding to (8) is the !'oll.awingt 



' ') 

For the principle of conservati.on of mcmen.tum to be expressed by equation ( 9 ), 

the mo.tion lllllSt be observed in a galilean or inertial (absolute) .frame, in 

ldrl.ch the spatio- temporal components ~i ( .i = 1, 2, 3) of the f'undamental. 

matric tensor 9i!t of space-time. vanish or are constant quan.ti.tieso It is 
-+ 

for this reason that we denoted above the velocity o.f the partic.l.es by V"" 
Q. 

and their acceleration by d V* ldt- o The equation of motion for a non ... 
(1 .,. I' 

inertial frame can be \irl.tten by means. of Coriolls v theorem which relates the 

acceleration of a moving .point in a first frame to the acce:Leration o.f tbe -point in a second .frame having the angular ve:Locity J2 and the translatorr 
~ 

velocity ~ with respect to the first f'rameo The. Coriolis ' theorem is 

expressed byg 

-+ ~ -<la~- ~ ~ dY* 2 .12-+ V-.""' ....,. ~ ~ d.;< --? 

dt - dt + U + X + ,_a >< J2 >< "l -1- :L X .Z 

~ 

where lz denotes the radius vector of a particle in the. rotating .floa8· 

This theorem. is vel'Y' simply proved by remarldng that for pure ldneDBtical 

reasons 

(d ~) ~ 
~di+Jlx /l' 

am then appl.y:mg. to both sides of tMs id'ell.tity the operatorg 

d ~ 
- +J2x 
elL 

When, ,as in the meteorological pr,ol);:t.ems., . , the non~ inerti&l ~ is in

~tly attached to the rotating ee.rt:.Q.., we must set d jf / df-::: 0' and 

dtl. ~ / dt becomes exceedingly smal 1 since it represents, with ~spect to 

the fixBd stars, the acceleration of the centre of gravity of the eart;h ' in 

i t tion ro'QM the sun. In meteorology we then set ~ TJ(./tlf=l) Consequent~, 
the equati r ti ( ) 0 mo n 9 becomes in a frame rotating nth the earth ------



where E,: dEilotes the geopotential ( j-~ -V S ) o It is illportant. to remark 

that the sources or sinks of natter contribute to the equatian ot motion a 
-+ 

force -EV* ~h a~s as a frictional force when c>O (sources ot Datter) 

and as an accelerating force when £~0 (sinks ot matter). In ~cal. 

meteorology the force is always negl.igible and the equation ot motion is writ

ten simply as follows z 

(12) 

....... '!J}f ..,_ 2ilxv1( = -«...r v P.Jt. -otllv. ?: ~+f. 

Let us denote by E if the h,nrome.chanical. energr per unity ass defined 

(l3) 

By' means of the vector iden.tityz 

the equation f motion (12) then takes the ''Weber form~s 

which vi1l be applied l&tero 

c ) Tb!~am1 c equations - Let Q11 
denote the mechanical equivalmt 

ot the quan.t.ity of beat received by an elementary uni..t mass since an arbitrary 

lniti moment t and let E.ll denote the internal emrgy of the .fl.u1.d per 
0 (.. 

unity .ass.o We then write (£~) -:: 1E~ ihr for any finite mus. Wbm the '!M ~J' 
~uid ean be _considered as a perfect .fluid 



(15) E ~- C T ( T = absolute temperature)" 
i - tr ) 

This is the case of the atmosphere m dynamical meteorologyo 

According. to the first principle of Thermodynamics» the heat received by 

_M per unity time is. applied: 1 °) to increase the internal energy and the 

kineti.cal. energy of .M. ; 2°) to OYercome the mechanical. stress s ( pressure 

and friction) on the surface er of ..M. and to perform rk against gravity 

and the force - tV*"; 3°)" to compensate the quanti y of energy di sipated in 

.M by the frictional stresseso Since the rate of dissipation f energy by 

-+ 
he frictional stresses per unity mass is given by -ot.~('l:~v) oV* am the 

kinetical energy of dm by .: (yi~)2 !171 , we la ve the follow1ng rel.ati.on ex

pressing quite general.ly for a fluid the first principle of Thermodynami.Cls z 

+ jr~V.·n Jcr + jtr:! V<-). it drr .,_ I.; (-; V""~ lm 
~ ~ ~ 

-+ 
le us now multiply scalarly by V* the equation of motion (11) in order to 

o ain the general equation of "vis viva": 

By integrating this equation in the finite mass ..M and transforming as usual 

the Wl.\IJle integrals m surface :integrals we get g 

/; ({v"1f-m +-jv ... "'lt»> +jc cv.o¥J.2. t'h1 
M M. 

(~) ~ 

- /ci.*P" dtv-v ... t., +I V.*(0':ii')tl<r -f~(?:t v). V"* tm == 0 . 

M. (]' 
.11 

•
15 

equation expreeses quite generally the principle of conservation of • -

energy corre8p01lding to the conservation of momentum (law of motion) o 



Comparing (16) and (17) we t.inal.ly get the general thermodynam:lc equati n for 

a .finit6 :mass of t he fluid& 

(18) f d Q* J' 1n :::: D ( E,/') M -1- f o( * P * d./u- V*! m 
tJ,t ])t-

/11. /J1. 

The poi..'l'lt equation corresponding to this relation is obviously& 

(19) "J" = ~~!' + P "'5: * + e ( ~:;_"" +- "'- * p *). 

Taking into account t he equation of cont.inuity (4) the preceding rel.ati n can 

also be wr.itten as followsg 

(20) 

The equation of t he thermodynamic state of the tluid can be added t.o the 

ther'III!Jd.ynamic equa.tiono For a perfect gas t he equ.ation of state has the form& 
• 

(21) et.* l' 71-::: R T j/' 

The constant .R (the gas constant) :t'ul.t.l.lls t he relation 1( - ). - C,. where 

c~ and C dEilote respectively' the specific he ts ot the 
v-

t constan 

pressure and volumeo Taking into account the equa on of st te and the re-

la.t.1on (15) the thermodynamic equation (20) becomes& 

(22) dQ*" _ c dT* ot-if dP* -'- ctt 'J'*c . 
dC- "ltdf- #" ., <;;; 

(23) 

Fina11y8 dEnoting by 1}* the real.ised entropy 

(24) 1J*-= S ~e 7'*_ R~~ p~t-+ ~f) 

It s important to remark tbat according_ to the thermodJD8Dlic equation 



{18) the heat received by any fluid mass is used on1y to increase the internal 

*'PJt-_j. V~ 
energy and compensate for the work against pressure ( ot ai v- 'i'- ) 

perf#)rmed by the elements of the fluid masso This result justifies the form 

of the thermodynamic. equat.ion always written in the textbooks lld.thout a pre

cise proof,~~ by a mere transfer to the atln.osphere of ideal experimental models 

only sui able for the laboratoryo The same result can be dedueed by means of 

he thermodynamic hi lance e.xpressed by equation (16) without any refel"EElce to 

the equation of moti no 

:lnt equa ionx 

The relation ( 16 ) is equi va.lerit to the following 

~"*- dEl_ € £*- o( 11 P* div V":= \J.-.r VE0 +- E CV*) 2 -I-
dl ;u l (f' 

(26) 

Sine all the terms of the left side of this equation are obviously invariant 

to any change of the reference frame 9 the value of this left side of the 

equa on 1I1Il5 be equal to the value of the right side in any .f'rameo In order 
., 

to get the value of the righ side we then consider,~~ at an arbitrary point A 

bi: rary moment C , a .f'rame in respect to which the .Q.uid is at 

res :t. this poin A at the moment t- o All tei'Dl8 of the right side of 

(26) hen vanish and we are left again with the the1'1110dynamic equation (19)o 

d me hod ot deri'Ving the thermodynamic equa: ion clearly ~how wbT 

W8J'8 :tw.s he simple form (18), in spite of the more complicate 

f e energy bllance originally eJCpressi:ng the first principle of Ther-

ynamics o In p& cular he frictional s r esses never appear explicitly 

in thermodynamic equati n enm for very viscous fl.uidso 

The ne s ty of including the dissipation of energy by the frictional 

ss .m the energy bilan e expressed by ( 16 ) becomes quite obvious by 

8 eady mo n a constan temperature j) wi h adherence on tbe 

and so or sinks of matter ( £ = 0 
9 

usual case)o 



All terms of the right si.de of (16) then van:i2h except the dissipation of en

ergy by the frictional stresseso Consequently, the steady motion we are con

templating can only be maintained by an income of heat compensating the dis

sipation of energyo If the energy bilance expressing the first principle or 

The.modynamics was written without the tenn of dissipation we would be led to 

the absurd conclusion that the steady motion considered could exist without 

any income of heat, in spite of the dissipation or energy by the frictional 

stresses .. 

~o The classical problem - Let us write again here the different thermo-

hydrod;vnamical equations derived in the preceding paragraph. 

sical conditions ( f ::: 0 ) we have the following equations: 

(2'7) 

dl!-x+- 2 jJ" v*' == _ «* {{ p~~- _ o(.~ v. 'l:"' + y, 
dt ... 

do{~ _ o~. tt- dl1r v~ 
ctt - ) 

tf!i_*:::: <;._ dT*_ « * dl'*) 
cJ,t tU tU 

ci
11 P"= 'R T~ 

For the clas-

The general problem set down by these equations is obviously the determina
~-~~ 

tion of one vector function ( V ) of space am time and four scalar fmlc 

tions ( P * o( *' f 11 C(11 ) of space and time f'ul.tlll.ing the equations and the 
) ' ,) 

initial COnditionS v--::::: ~* 1 p•- z:,Jf I o/.*:: eX: I 7'*==. r; ~ I Q'*: 0 at 

t = ~ , as well as the fol.lmd.ng boundary conditions: 

a) ldnematical condition on the invariable boundary surfacCUJ ot :t'luid: 

(28) 

1i deno1&Lng here the unit vector normal to these boundaries J 

b) boundary conditions on the tree surf ees of the fluid. Por the ease 

of he atmosphere we must baTe vb.en ~-+ 00 ( l altitude) t 
..... 

P*~ o . f*_. o . V"'~ o . rr ~ ~ Clrru~. 
~ ,) ) 



4o F\mdamental insufficiencies of thermo- hydrodynamics - It is easy to 

show that, for several important re sons9 the general t hennOa>hydrodynamicaJ. 

problem just stated is not a well defined problemo Fir of al.ls we JllUSt 

remark that the theory of partial differenti equations shows that the solu

ion of the system (27) necessarily akes the .form of integral equations 

giving the unknowns at any point o.f their domain of existence as functions of 

their initial values at a11 points of this domain and of the r val es, toge-

ther with some of their derivatives,~~ on the boundary surfaces at any moment 

since the initial momento This is a consequence of the f< rm of functions ex-

pressing the frictional stresses as fUnctions of the vel ci yG It is well 

known that the components of the frictional s ress tensor 't;.JI. can be repre

sented approximately by the isotropic Hooke os law& 

(29) (o. = -u _ + _ _ A. ~·:rv o. ,_, (~v* ov)· ( -) f+.~ 
<- I - d:Xi 7x1t ~, 

where f! and A are scalar functions o Consequently,~~ the frictional force ._,. 
per unity mass ( r = - o( 'l. ~ ) which appears in the equation of motion will be 

+ o<. * ( \1 fl· V V""+ V' V": V fA-) . 
Moreover» it is well known that A=-2f</3 o The equation of motion in the 

Weber form (14) 9 can then be written as .follows g 

{31) 
~r~ _ of.~ /A. .c1 -v. = _ ( 2 i2 +- ewtlV ~) X v- J( _ v E if+ p-~~ v"" * + 

-~*{ _,.. ~ 1 - -+ r\ + ~ VJA. VV*"-~o ~V! vp) + j- <X~ '\l(dlvV*)- ~ o(tdivV"; V,U · 

Since the terms depending on diV' V'~~ are negligible against the others, it 

clear that this equation is of the parabolic typeo Its adjoint equation, 

which play a fundan»mtal. part in the integral equations e~ressing the eolu

n f the system (27 9 will also be parabolico Consequently',~~ the systESR(2'7) 

does not fUlfil the Huygens -Kirehhoff principl.e
9 

which is only valid tor 

equati ns belonging to the normal_ hyperbolic type [ 19] o ConsequentlY, tbert 

--



is no genuine wave propagation in a medium fulfilling equations (Z?) with a 

non-negligible ~~ ; arid the boundary values of the unkno'\-ms (and of some of 

their derivatives) must intervene at all moments between the initial and the . . - .. · . ~ .,.,.. . . ... ... . . ... 
actual moments in the integral equations representing the solution of the par-

tial differential equations. Since these boundary values for t > t-_ are 
. . 0 

unknown functions of time and space (their detem.ination being often the most 

important pa.-rt of the problem, as in dynamical meteorology) .P we arrive at the 

fundamental conclusion that the general thermo-hydrodynamical problem of a 

real fluid ( '&*0 ) with boundaries is an undetermined problem.. In other 

wordsJ the thermo-hydrodynamical equations, by their own nature, are essen-

tially insufficimt for .the determination of the evolution of a real fluid 

( '0Jf=i= 0 ) with boundarieso 

Let us now considerr another very important circumstance and its conse

quences for :the 'thermo-hydrodynamica.l problemo This is the obvious fact that 

the thermo-hydrodynamical system (Zl) is an incomplete system in the general 

case: it comprises six independent equations (one vector equation and three 

scalar equations) for seven independent unknowns ( P ~ J o(-lf , T*, Q* and 
~ 

the three components of V*' ) o In order to overcome this difficulty, it is 

often supposed that it is possible to consider the unknown <?~ (or rather 

dty~/dt , ioeo the distribution :in the fluid of the intensity of the ther

mic sources) as a given quantity, as a datum of the problem. However.P it is 

evident that for the general case of a fluid, like the atmosphere, which is 

under the influence of external heat sources and has variable absorption pro-

parties from time to time and fran point to point, it is not possible to con

sider dQ*jdt as a given .function. This quantity (or <?~ ) must be treated 

, as an unknf\wn function on the saJOO footing as the other unknowns, even when 

the external heat income (for instance, the solar radiation and the structure 

of the earth t s albedo) are considered as lmowno In the classical treatment 

of special thermo-eydrodynami.cal problems .v it is often supposed that the fluid 



fulfill.s some restrictive conditions (for instance, adiabatic or isothermal 

motions 11 barotropy 11 eta .. ) 11 which diminish by one the num.be r of the unknowns. 

For a general oompressible fluidS> these restrictive conditions are mere ap

prox:i.mations (often very crude) 11 and even when they can be applied to explain 

the structure of the phenomena at a given moment they can never be retained 

in the real detennination and mtegration of the evolution of the fluid. 

There is another circumstance which further restricts the ability of the 

thermo-hydrodynamiaal equations for treatmg the evolution of real fluids. 

This is the well known fact that for turbulent mot.ions the form of the func-
~ 

tion 'b *(V*) which gives the frictional stress tensor as a funat.ion of the 

velocity is not quite well determined. In the general case, it is impossible 

to consider the isot ropic Hooke w s law (29) as an exact expression of the 

tunction t * (V 11
) and we only know that this law holds approximately when 

~ and ~ are certain scalar functions of lmkn.o'Wl. srace and time variationo 

It then seEmS impossible to avt>id the conclusion that this tensor must be 

treated as one more unknown in the general problem of turbulent motionso 

Since 6*' only appears m the equat.ions (27) through the intermediary of the 
-+ 

frictional force per unity mass ( F~-o{* V. '?;If) 11 
the real repercussion of 

the undetermined character of ?; * for 'fmobulent motions is to add three more 
-+ 

lmkno'WllS (the components of pt~-) to the unknowns of the thenno-bydrodynamical 

problem. 

The different circumstances above analysed :Wa.d to the conclusion that 

the thenno-eydrodynamical system of equations is insufficient to determine 

the evolution of a real fluid with boundarieso There are then veey good 

re ns to consider as fallacious nearly all the efforts being made to attack 

the general problem of dynamical meteorology by introducing in the thel"DDI -

eydrodynamical equations an amount of restrict.ive conditions a:i.iDing .at gaining 

U determ:tned restricted problemo By means of these restrieti ve condi-

ti ns (barotropy, non-divergence of the horizontal m.ation, no friction, geo

atropltl.c or quasi-geostropbic motion, conservation of the vertical compoDEilt 



of vorticity, decomposition of the atmosphere in layers ld.t h simple physical 

and ldnema..tical conditions. ~ - etco), some equations of evolution can be derived 

(mainly for pressure or the equivalent hei ght of an isobiric surface )o How

ever, these simplified equations of evolution are still. t oo complicated to be 

submitted to a genuine int.egration and ean only be treated by the numerical 

methods of approximate integration by finite differences ld. t h all their 

dangers when. applied to non=linear part:iaJ. differential. equationso Above aJJ.., 

the atmospheric ''models " obtained by means of the restrictive conditions are 

too artificial and too much in contradiction with the deep nature of t he 

general thermo-hytirodynami.ca:L problem, whose radical insufficiencies ~ as we 

have seen, cannot be forgotteno 

Let us recal.1 here the three fundamental circumstances which impl y that 

Tmrmo-hydrodynamics must be a noo-a.utonomous and insufficient t heoretical 

system in the general case of a real fluid with bolmdari es : 

a) the impossibility of the determination of the boundary values of the 

unknmms by the thel'UlO<-hydrodynamical. equations ; 

b) the incompleteness of the the:rmo-~dynami_cal syetem of equations, 

even ll1hen Q* is considered as a gl.ven quantit y ; 

c) the undetermined cblracter of the function ?;*(V*) for general tur

bUlent motions. 

It is quite natural to meet such conditions in Thermo hydrodynamics when 

we are dealing with a real fluid with boundaries, whose evolution depends es-

sentially on its in:t.eraction with the external world. The determination of 

this interaction is of course outside the r each of Thermo-hydrodynamics, since 

it is represented, in t he integral equations expressing the solution of the 

thermo-hydrodynamical system, by the boundary' values of the unknoltDS for any 

J!IOment after the initial moment. It can then be said a priori that Thermo-

hydrodynamics can only lead to the det ermination of the evolution of a real 

fl:uid with boundaries when t his evol ution is quite autonomous, in other words 

when there is no interaction of the fiu:id with the extemal. wor1d, an ideal 



condition that never occurs in nature. We then see that the relationships 

between the characteristical. properties of the fiuid ,p as expressed by the 

thermo-hydrodynamical equations,p are very important to understand,p at a given 

mommt, the physical and mechanical structure of the macroscopic phenomena of 

the fiuids, but becane quite insufficient when we are facing a real problem 

of evolution, such as the mathematical weather forecasting, the central pro-

blem. of dynamical neteorology. 

5o The a priori possibilities of the solution of the thermo~!lydrodyna

mical problem- The preceding considerations and conclusions about the 

the:rmo-hydro~cal problem inevitably lead to ask if it is possible that 

t he general. problem of the mechanical evolution of a .fluid should becane a 

well determined problem. Since we now know that the thermo- hydrodynamical 

equati ons a re insufficient for this purpose, and taking int:.o account the above 

menti oned conditions a),b) , c), it seems that there are only t wo a priori pos

sibili ies: 

1°) to det ermine, by means of pure analytical methods quite independent 

f Thermo-bydrodynamics, the evolution of the boundary" values of the unknowns, 

the integral equations of hydrodynamics being applied merely for the determi

nation of the evolution inside the fluid mass . It is a priori possible that 

these ana~cal methods are able to determine the evolution also inside the 

fluid mass. In that case, the part played by Tbermo- hydrodynamics in the so

l on of the problem would be confined to the det ennination of the numerical 

ues of the coefficient s of the equations of evolution derived from the 

pare ana:cytical methodso 

2°) to .troduce in Thermo-~rodynamics a new point of view able to 

difficulties b) and c) and to reduce, at least partially, th 

cul.ty ) , i.e. to det ermine the evolution of the boundary values of the 

unkno s (pressure in the problEm of dynamical. meteorology). 

In the folloWing chapter we begin the analysis of some methods which can 



be applied in. the treat~t of the problems. of evolution ot real fiuid.s with 

bomdaries. 

-21-
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CHAPr:ER II 

THE WEIGHl'ED ADVECTION METHOD 

AND THE EQUATION OF PRESSURE VARIATIONS 

6o Advection vectors on regular closed surfaces - 1st us consider a 

regular and mvariable closed surface ( <T ) and a coordinate system ( ~~ .9x.2) 

on o- o Any regular velocity vector tangent evecywhere to a- , which is 

well defined on any pomt of er and does not depend on time will be called 

an advection vector of er 0 ~t ft (:x ~) x~ t") denote any function of tim 

and of the points of (j having first order derivativeso The developnmt 

1\mcti.on e (.x.~ X~ 1:) of f (the deepenmg or filling of ft ) with respect -to a given advection vector H (x~) x2.) is defined by: 

(32) 

To any advection vector there corresponds a well defined development fUnc

tion of a given function ft- . 

We now consider a function jt whose mean value on (]" vanishes at any 

moment: 

(33) /r drr = o. 
IT 

The developnent function of Jt then ful.fi.lls the condition: 

j-edu- = jil.vp. du-, 
(T' (T' 

Since fT is a closed surface, this is equivalent to: 

<34) j e dO'" = -/t dl'i il dq-
(T q-

where diu;_ is the two dimensional divergence operator of (}"'" given by: 

div; H = .!_ ~ (Vii R '). 
~ ?J;xl fF ' 

where ~ is tm determinant of the metrical coefficients of o- for the eo-
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ordinates X~X2 and R c. {l=~ 2) the corresponding contra-variant compo-_., 
nents of R . 

It is easy to show that any reg1,1].ar advecti.on vector on a closed surface 

can be expressed by: 

(35) 
~ ~ 

H:= 1 lxvy 
2n,r " ' 

denoting a unit vector normal to (T , Jl 

regular sealar functions <Of the points of a- . 
~ 

a constant and y and 1{/ 

In. orde~:tbat a function 

'lj/(Jt~ X 2) ay exist for which a given vector H (:x~ x2) is expressed by (35) 

it is necessary and sufficient that the integrability condition of ( 35) is 

t'u.l.tilledo This condition is the fol.lawing: 

<36> Jf. v 1 _,. r cLt·f{ il == o ~ 
where if and dlv- H must be considered as gi..vm functions. 

2 
This }»or-

tial linear differential equation determines a function {(x.~ ~2) for which -a given H is expressed by (35)o This relation (35) then determines the 

corresponding scalar function lJI(x~, X 2) • 

We now remal'k that on any closed surface tb3re are coordinate systems 

:.t~, X 2 such that one of the coordinates1 say ~z. , can be C<llSidered as 

an angle varying between o and 2 Tl • Let us then consider the important 

cl.a.ss of tanctions ft {x~ x~ t) for which the integral of the modulus I B I 
of the developmant .:f.\mction on (T is a maximum or a mini.mwD. for a def'lni te 

advection vector, ioeos 

(17) 

~ -+ 
for a def'lnite H and for any infinitesimal virtual variation tH (x: x2)of 

this advection vectoro According to (32) the previous condition is equiva-

lent to: 

(38) 

if ~ -
for any- S o Since the relation (38) can be written for any 0' H we are 

authorised to consi.der the GH obtained from (35) by the variation of 1J7 



~ _., 
aH = 1 J xV(fj/\ 

2.Ilf ,. / 

and to retain only all the elf/ not depending on .:r2 
• Tm condition (38) 

then takes the formg 

/Vf dx• j( ~~~r;)~ /7 ~ dx'\ = 0. 
~ 0 

Sime S if! is any function of xi , this condition can only be satisfied 

for all ft ('JC~ X~ t) when / is a function of z :t only. Consequmtly, the 

advection vectors which must be associated with any function jt (x ~ .x ~ t) f'ul-

filling the condition (J7) necessarily have the form: 

(39) ii:: 1. l X ~ljr 
2.fl. y(xl) ~~ 

There is an infinite set of these H for any /1-(~~ x~ t) f'ul.fjl]jng ( 37) ~ 

because the X 2 coordinate can be chosen in an infinite number of 'WB\V'S• Ne-

vert.heless, this result will prove to be very useful when dealing with the 

evolution of a function f'- on a geopotenti.al surface (see later). 

We now consider the class of functions Jtfx_~ x~ t-) fulfilling conditions 

(33) and (J7) together with the conditioru : 

(40) j-t~;dtr = -f ~·LI il du- =0· 
rr tr 

Excluding the trivial case where dt"1rz.fl=o , i.e. : {== constant, we then 

get the following form of the integrability condition (36) of (35): 

(41) 

Starting from a given i'ul.fi.lling (40)-» this integrability condition 

can now be applied to determine the ::.t -:1. component H~ of H correspording to 

a given ! · When this previous determination of R 1ms been performed, 

t he relati~~ (39) then gi.ves : 
xz. 

'lf/{x~ x') = 21l.y(x•)j llj.. H'( x~ S~) ds• + -t (x') ~ 
0 

~n denoting the metric coefficient of a- for the coordinate x.a and J 



an arbitrary function of X~ • We then see that to any function dtv- fl 
~ 2 

fUlfilling (40) [and also jtL'rr,Hdx~-:=.01 according to (39) and (41>) there 
0 ...... 

corresponds a lp'(r~ :X 2 ) related to Jl by the expression (39) for any func-

tion Y (:x ! ) • Moreover~ for all functions Jt ful..fi.lling ( 37) and ( /1)) the 

a~ction vectors ean be written in the form (39) with the same f for all 

Jl o An important reason~ which will appear later"' leads us to choose for 

j(:11.<~-) the function 

(1,2) f::-~(x~)) 

where X is the curvature of the surface <J :~ wbm there are coordinate 

systems on r:r such that X Vi:: is independent of x2. . 
t'/'-2. 

7 o Ad.vection vectors an a geopotential surface - Let us consider spheri-

cal coordinates "' A 'Z 
fl I 

( '/ latitude, A. longitude:~ -t distance from 

the centre of the earth) and put x 1: y; , X~ A. o The advection vectors on 

a geopotential surface now have the form& 

(43) R== 1 lxvlp' 
2c12 Yf'fJ ,. 

since the variations of 1:. on a geopotential surface can always be neglected 

in the vicinity of the earthVs surfaceo 

J' defined by ( 1,2) is now simply~ 

< 44> r = -di, Y' 

For the same reason, the function 

Consequently$ the advection vectors that must be associated with the functions 

jt{f,l, t) tnlfllling the conditions (33), (37) and (40) now have the form 
~ 

{45) H -:::: 1. 1,. X V 1Y 
24 1lny 

obtained by (43) and ( 44). Since J2 is an arbitrary constant, we will al-

'WB1S suppose that it is the earth's angular velDcity. Hence, the advection 

vectors (45) are the geostrophic velocities associated to a scalar field 1Jl 
laving the physical dimensions of an energy per unity ma.sso For these ad-

'Veetion vectors to be derived from a stream f\mction I , ioe. in order to 



have: ~ _.,. 

H = ""x Vf-' 
it is necessary and sufficient that dt'~H::::O. This is equivalent to H'JI-:0 

or ) Vi';)). :: 0 : the scalar 1/f must be a zonal fieldo The stream tunc-

tion f is then given by: Cc-sec 'I J 
f = ..!:._ [ .lj/ -/1?" d ( Uriec ~) . 

2J2 ~ll1'f 
~~C..fo 

8. Advective fUnctions - Let us consider fictitious particles ( which 
·~ 

will be called the H-particles) moving everywhere with the velocity H 

The advection time ( 8 ) between any two points A and E of a streamline -of R is the time necessary for an H-pa.rticle to travel from A to B (of 

course along the 

(46) 

~ 

streamlines of H ) • 
B e=J :_: 

A 

We then have: 

) 

~ 

where d--1 denotes an element of length of the streamlines of H . 

For any regular scalar field 1}/(x~ .:r2) on a closed surface, the advec

tion vectors given by (35) have closed streamlmes llhich are the iso- lp 

lines and the motion of the H-particles is a periodic motion whose period 

is obviously given by: 

(47) 

-the integration being extended to the whole length of the streamlines of H. 

The period ® is everywhere a finite quantity, except for the streamlines 

comprising a col of the lj/ field (where V .,Y and H vanish). In the vi

cinity of a col, the iso-lj/ lines can be treated as hyperbolae and: 

1{':~+-t.X'J-' 

where Yrc, is the value of l}/ on the col, ~ a constant and x.,' 1-' a loc&:l. 

cartesian coordinate system defmed by the assym.ptotic iso- lj/ lines which 

c be consi dered as straight lines m the vichlity of the colo We then 

---------~~~~-~--~- 26 -~·-------



have on the .x'- axis (J'=O ) : 

01/i' =~X,..:!£ , : t dX' .12_' (.x 2 _ X~) 
'dx'4 , 1:x~ p:rz 'Jx' 41l • 

Since 

de == d-t = d:r.'- tfx2 
;H lf~ - Jf2 

the advection time is also given by: 
B B 

(1,8) {)==/ d:x'~ =/ axz. . 
H1 71 2 

A A 
We then have in the vicinity of the col: 

' A 

e=-3# lr(~x'JEfff- tlx
2 ::::-~ftax'~),-~]-'~fX.:-x!t) 

-!r j I lxz ""jx~J tf'H (x"-.x!t) , -6 L \.-,::!t,_ ~x£ c«~J d•\ ~2- xz 
A ~ -~ 

which shows that the advection time increases to infinity when B approaches 

the colo Consequently, the period of the motion of the H-particles is infi

nite for the streamlines comprising a col of the 1}' fieldo 
~ 

At a centre of the lJT field , H: 0 and the streamlines reduce to a 

point_. However; the value of the period of the motion of the H-particles is 

well defined on a centre of (// • The value of ([I on a centre of lj/ is 

given by: 

(49') 

wbereH 
'" 

9.. ::::: 2rt (d H,., f~ 
e rdf ), ) 

dEilotes the mean value of H on a streamline and f' the mean ra-

dius of curvature of streamlines. The suffix c denotes the values of the 

different quantities at a centre of l[r • 
-+ 

To any advection vector H a natural coordinate system can be asso-

ciated by taking as one of the coordinates the advecti,on time ( B ) computed 

trcm arbitrary origins on the streamlines, the second coordinate then being 

any parameter (f) de11ning the streamlines, for instance the scalar lj/ it

self or any monotonous function of V/ . In H-coord.inates, the period of the 

motion of the H-particles is a function t8 ( ./) of .../ only, and so is the cor

responding frequency UJ gi.ven by: 

(50) w(-l)== ft; 
........_----~~--------------~-



~t us now consider any fune'ti.cn t ("' e) 0 The result Qf the advec-

tion of this fUnction by the advection vector field is obviously the fUnction 

~0 {1, 8-t) which will often be denoted by the symbol f {o} . It i s evident 

that 

(51) 

In other words: the development function of' any .function { foJ vanishes eveey= 

where. Any function f (1 B1r) whose development f'tmction.P defined with res
~ 

pect to a certain advect ion vector field H , vanishes everywhere ld..ll be 

called. an advective function o Any advective :.f'unct:ion then f'ulfills the e-

quation: 

( 52) 
")L ~ 

..::J[_ = - H. vf 
'dt 

and necessarily has the form: 

(53) ~ (-<[}It) =- /. (-< fJ-t) J 

/o her denoting the initial value~s off o Since the streamlines of H 
are closed lines.P it is evident that any advective function ft" e,t) is a 

periodic i\mction of tine with the Four:i.er e.xpansiom 
+..0 

~{~8,1;) = L 1h (~I}) .e tn~ 1: 
_..., .. 

The ef i ents J .. (.(B) are obviously periodic f'unctions of the advection 

; conse ently .P the preceding exrensi.on takes the form 

R - 0 r.,.. 

(54 

or 

.,..o +.A:l 

j(l, O, I:) = L, I A. ( l) e '"'.(•1:-'"IJ) 

-..o'" --'" 

{ , as all advective functions .P ful.fil.ls ( 52) 1 it follows that 

tf 111 :J: n o Writing f, ,. = f , , t hen have the expansion 

f( l ~ i,.w(t-8) 
I {}, c) == L ... P~ (t) e 

--'> 

fundamental frequenC".f w being a tunction o! 

~ detin by (SO)o 

9 • Prop··rl.ies of' he Fourier int gra'l of SJ!.Ce - time .functions on cloe~ 



tion f' (x~r~ t) of time and of the points of a closed regular surface o- , 

we modify it and write Jt ( ~~ x~ tj-::: 0 for f t I> T , where T denotes a 

time interval large enough. to include all values of t for which we desire to 

analyse the fUnction Jt . The integral 
oa 

jiNril---
then exists, as "Well. as the Fourier integral of ft : 

. 00 

h /J f -tvt:-
(55) 1- (,(,, e, t) = <X ("' & ; '11) e dv, 

-oD 

with the transfonn: 
00 

(56) (
.f 4 ( -ivt 

~ , BJ v) = 
2

rr } .f ( 11 e J t) e d~. 
-coO 

For any regular advection vector R with closed streamlines , the spec-

tral density ci..(l,O;v) is a periodic function of the corresponding advection 

time. 8 . Hence, the Fourier integral (55) can be written as foll.ows s 

the fundamental frequency being given by (50) and the Fourier ooeft.lcients 

o(tf. ( lj Jl) by: 

(5S) 

.21Yw 
dtf. (l; J/) = .!f!.. f« ( ../, 8; v) e ,·n wdo . 

2/C 
0 

(59) 

Since any Fourier series can be integrated term by tenn, t he m1x8d Fourier 

(60) 

This expansion has m abso1ute and ·unifo convergence. We then obtain, when 

jt has first order ditterential quotients : 



/-J;) +oO 

(61) L I i(vt--Hwe) 
:::: i Y ot." (-l; v) e dv, 

ll 
-~ -oO 

and: 
-foO 

(62) I i (vt"-n w 9) 
inwot., ( ~; v) e dv . 

-oO 

let us now introduce an operator J6 which will. play a fundamental part 

in all subsequEnt considerations.. Tbe operator ),(, is defined as the opera

tor which, given a regular advection vector with closed streamlines and a 

space-time fUnction on a closed surface with the mixed Fourier expansion (60), 

multiplies the spectral densities by l) /1tW o Tbe inverse .JtG-t of this 

operator then is defined as the operator which multiplies the spectral densi

ties by nwjv . Given a regular advection vector on a closed surface and 

the corresponding mixed Fourier e:xpansion of a spa.ce=time function / on this 

surface: 

(63) 

we then tave: 

M {L ~ l+..o i(Yt-nw/J) 
(64) .,.v -a-J-= ~" ~~ f,. (.f;v) e '.dv 

-..o 
and 

~ab +<4 

(65) Jr(,-L{/)::: Lk i"'v"' /.. ( .e; v) /(vt-nwB)dll. 
-..o -.o 

The operator At can obviously be applied to (62) and. gives: 
+.0 +ob 

u (a~t) l I i( vt- hAJeJ Jf~ To =- ~ i vot. ... (L;v) e dv,. 
-...:> ,.c) 

Co1ui8ring with (61) we obtain: 

1A_ 
4t - ~(11!:..) 'd e . 

(66) 

Sim:t.larly, the operator .Jtb-1 
evident ly be applied to ( 61) thus giving 

( l ~ v) e i (vt-nwB) dv .. 



' I 

Co~ with (62) we get~ 

(67) .11:, -tl (Y!:.) = -~ . 
'dt -oa 

The equation (66) or its inverse equation (67) is the .fonnal equation of evo

lution of the function jt( :c ~ x~ t-) . 

From the definition of the operators ~ and ~-1. it is quite obvious 

that they are linear SJBtial operatorso The same result can however be ob-

tained directly from (63)o For any function with first order derivatives and 

to which th.e operator _}'(,· can be applied we have a priori ~ 

Taking into account the expansion (63) of f we have : 

d [ a ~ f+oi:J i {vl"->~w8) 
)[ .U(t)] == ~ L.,. .fw /tt (-li v).e dv _ 

_ _, -..0 

thus arriving at the result: [~](f)::O for all functions belonging to the 

domain of _M o This result shows that ./t'b is a SJ!tial operator. 

We now :investigate the properties of the tlmctions to 'Which the opera-

tors ~ and .M:,-
1 

can be applied, in other words investigate the domain 

in which AG and x-'1 exist and are non -singular operators. It is evident 

from ( 6 3) tha. t the operator .){, can be applied to a function 'With the mixed 

Fourier expansion (63) if am only if 
+ .... 

"'I d I ivl: 
,Aim "'fi V f" e d V 
'r-+~ -QC) 

== finite quantity, (68) 

and 

(69) 

Similarly, the operator ..AtG-1 can obviously be applied to any function f 
when and only when it .fulNlls the conditions: 

I I 



(70) = f:ini.te quantity, 

and 

(71) 

The conditions (69) and (71) ensure t hat t he oper ators ).(,and ){,- ' are non~ 

singular; t hey are equivalent, according to (66) and (67) , t o the following 

conditions~ a ) when #;l:::::.o everywhere, \lf=o also everywhere ; b ) conversely, 

wMn 'iJf:.O everywhere, then also ~f =o everywhere. We will say that a func

tion with these properties is a perturbation .f\mctiono 

From ( 59) we derive g 2o/w + .... 

f., (-/;V=" o) = lf~./ei"wB d/} /1 (./, O,f) dtJ 

0 --

and 

Since the function f can be considered as an arbitrary function of time 

outsi de he time intei~ ~ ~ r 9 large enough to comprise all the values of 

t for which we desire to analyse f , it i s possible to modify this func= 

/_ ~ tin in order to have {{tt-I>T)=o and /(-le t) dr= 0 • The coefficients 
- 7: I I 

~ 

~ (lj V::: o) then vanish. The coefficient /o ( i ; .,;) will be zero when there 

i s an advecti ve function with vanishing time mean , 

(Ziljw 2J0 

; ftl,O,l-)d/J /t- r~, 8 -t-) dl: 

since 

i s a funct ion J r~ e,t) such t hat 1 == i!. v7 == ~;/'do 

lt~ ~, t) 
, ai¥i. also when 

0 0 

for y advection function. We then conclude that g 

1°) the operator fit-
1 

can be applied to any .function which, by a suit able 

modifi~ ion outside the useful ti.ma interval. , admits t he mixed Fourier ex

pansion (63)o This is m part.icular t he case of all continuous functions on 

a regular closed surfaceo 

2°) the oper ator .At can be applied to any f'lnlction that can be consi-
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dered as a derivative with respect to the advection time, or as an advection 

function with vanishing time mean. L However, we will. see later that the set 

of functions forming the domain of .M, is much richer and even comprises func

tions which do. not belong to the domain of ./'1-;-1.]. 
3°) when a function belongs to the domain of ..At it also belongs to the 

domain of ./rb _, , if it is a perturbation ftmction. 

Let us remark here that.? according to its definition,_ the operator .Jit, 
-+ 

is formally permu.table with the operator H. V= ojoe , but the necessary 

and sufficient condition for the real permutability of these operators is the 

absolute and unifo~ convergence of the mixed Four.ier expansion of the tunc-

tion .;+(, ( t) 
+.. +..0 

~ I v i(Yt-nw8) J,t(f) = L m;;~ ( .t; v) e dv. 
-oO -oO 

In general the operators lrG and 'b/~8 will not be permutable. ln important 

particular case of permu.tability of the operators ~ and JjJf) is the one 

offered by the advective functions. According to (54) and (63), { .. (l;v)=O 

for Y;f= nw when f is an advective function. Consequently: 

for any advective function, the equation of evolution (66) of an advective 

function being reduced to~ 

}1_ =- ~~ 
'Jt ro 

On the contrary, since .AG-' is a SJ&tial operator, it is always permutable 

with the operator 41'~t ~ 

~tr~-'(fJJ = ~-1(-#J) 
when f and }//)t belong to the domain of .A(,'""' • 

10. Detetm.ination of the operators of the equation of evolution - Two 

methods can be applied for this determinationo In one of these methods, we 

s:i.mp].y suppose that the equation (67), or the equation (66), is a pu-tial 



differential equa..tiono It is then possible to derive finite expressions for 

the operators .4 and ./ri-1 
without any reference to their definitions in as-

sociation with the Fourier expansions. 

If the equation ( 67) .ll or the e qua. tion ( 66) .ll is a partial differential 

A.A-1 
equation, one of the operators Jru and ./tl must obviously be a linear spa-

tial function of the derivation symbols,!) since ~-1 and .At are linear s}:Xl

ti.al operatorso It is then possible to define an order ?1 of ./1.-1 
and ./tG g 

wbm 9 for instance, }4-
1 

is of order 11.. , J-6 must be of order -n. o let 

us remark first that ~ cannot be of order zero,!) because it would then be 

reduced to a scalar function, with the evident consequence that the centres 

and tm cols ( \] t = 0 ) of any .f\mction 'WOuld have no deepening or :filling 

( .{!,-::: 0 ) with respect- to any finite advection vector, an absurd restric

tive condition for the general functions belonging to the domain of J.(-1 • 

I t is also evident that ..At cannot be of order ) 0 , since we have seen that 

~ can be applied to functions which only have first order derivatives [ ac~ 

cording to (62) and (64), ){, can obviously be applied to a function -f with 

well defined ~f/oO and with no ~t j J 8 2 ] 0 

be of order ~ - ~ and J.G-1 
of order ~ ~ o 

Consequently, ){, mast 

Now, .)6-1 
cannot be of 

order ) ~ for the simple reason that the domain of this operator comprises 

f'unctions which only have second order derivativeso 

A~-1 

'tial operator P& can be written as foJJ.owsg 

72) 

Hence, the linear spa= 

According to (67), ..a and .t must be scalar dimensionless functions and A 
a vector field tangent to fT , independent of tine and with the dimEnsions 

of a l engtho 

L;,t } ."' J.enot e a length measured on the streamlines of A from arbitra-

ry I initial If points o 

then be detlned by 

(73 

A scalar .function .u (r ~ X2) of the points of <T can 

-/;-~d/'1 
AA.. eo 



I I 

which gives 

(74) 

and 
~ 

··- !1.. dN A I 

(75) A == .u V,u . 
IV.u.l.z. 

t.r d .1\1 - t d "" and ..M -~ ne now e.u.ue l«) fun amental operators .n. by the relatt.Giuu 

(76) 

0 

It must be remarked that 

(77) 
y-t__ -

J"L d. -A. V. 

T A~ AA-t aking into account these definitions of .rt. and .r.. 1 we obviously havet 

(78) , 
.) 

and the .tbrmal equations of evolution (66) and (67) take the form: 

(79) 

Let d. ( «) be a scalar parameter defining the iso-Jjnes of the scalar .u. 

and such that d.N::'t(~ >)do( 1 where ll (o(
1 

5) is a bo\Dlded positive 
.....,. 

function of d. and of a paramet.er ) defining the streamlines of A . 

We then write: 

(80) q (0(; x/, x.2) == tz[o( j > (x: 1 x.-2)] l..( (ot.) 

A[ol; >(.x!, x;)] t< (::ri
1 
x:) 

where z-i. X 2 denote the ooordinates of the arb· .. Jre ry point of o- at which we 
o, " 

desire to apply the equation of evoluti on. By means of this important "weight 

.t\lnction", the operator .M. becomes& 
o{o 

M = j t.; doL (81) 
(} 

with d- n at the point :xt x.z. and oe:. denoting the value or o<: tor .U=O• 
I • 

The equation of evolution (66) therefore takes the_ !orm: 
fiJl • 

(82) }/j- (r.~ ¥,.~ t) ,:-..f: f j (f/. 'V/')[~;') (x:,~: ); tJ G («; Jt.:, x;J.do(. 1 
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the integration being of course perfomed along the streamline of the vector 
~ 

A to which the point x;, X~ belongs. We then see that the t ime varia-

tion of a function ft (x: x~ t) can be considered as the o< integral of the -elementary advection ( -H. Vjt ) of Jt weighted by the functi n G 
This is the reason for the name "weighted advection method 11 given to the pre

sent method of analysis of the evolution of a .1\mction ft { x~ X~ t) on a 

c.losed surfaceo 

Two cases can be considered .a pr.i.ori: 
~ 

1 °) there are streamlines of the vector field A on which this vector is 

everywhere different from zero. The relation (73), which can be written as 

fol.l..Dws: 

then shows tba t 

~o = h'117 o< ( -u) = o0 or ~l-m .N ( A.l) = oa . 
.tt.-o , -u~o 

~ 

2° ) the vector A vanishes at some points (poles) of each one of its 
~ 

streamlines. At a pole of A the scalar ,u can be zero and -4»-. OC: ( .u.) 

= a finite quantity, even for finite ol .cvn.~ .N. 

The equation of evolution, written as in (82) with the weight function 

G ' then enables to classify in two classes the functions jt ( JC ~ X~ t) of 

time and of the points of a regular closed surface: 

a) t he class of functions Jt for which there is at least a regular ad-

t• ~ 
vec J.on vector such that the corresponding A vector has at least one pole on 

e eh one of its streamlines. For these functions the upper lim:i.t «o of the 

integral (8.2) is a finit e quantity: 

b) the class of functions jt for which the vector field A [ correspon

ding to any advection vector H] has no poles on the totality, or at }.east 

on some, of its streamlineso All perturbation .1\metions met with in dynami

cal meteorology belong to the first class. 



llo Analytical solution of the equation of evolution - When the :t'Unc~ 

is an analytic.al function oft- at any point we have g 
()() 

(S3) ft == ~ (.r.L) ~ ~"' -,.L.., nl I 0 ll~ 0 • 

the series being convergent for finite time intervals I t 1 <: {" ( x~ :x 2.) 

Applying. the equation (66) of evolution at the arbitrary initial moment t=o 
and denoting by }o the initial field of r ' we derive for this analyti-

cal functions 

(~) ( ~~Y' 'Jt" o := - .J1 ~) (/to} 
The operator 

(-~ 1e )1Z 
means the operation -.ftf Vo 9 applied 11 times to a function. The 

MacLaurin series ( S3) then takes the formg 
~ l ?r 

ft == ~ _!_ [- Jr'l C -] (Jto) · ~ ... n' ~0 0 • 

According to the usual definition~ 

e -Mtfe = ~ _:!_ (- Mt ~ )~ 
- ~Jr 'h! T8 

Consequen tJ.yg 

[ 
.Ntt~] f ;:: e - re (/to) 

/\ f =.f+C, 
Let us write 

(84) 

where C denotes an arbitrary constant large enough for the function /t+- C 

to be positive everywhere at any momEnt o Since C:{e-.JU-.Je)(c)' we also 

have g " [ -lltfe-J /A ) l- -}1 t :e]( ~IPo) jt =. e l"'o ::: e e ) =-

(S5) - r ~ -M~fe-J ( € At( )("Z•I~j == [ (e -l-~ )( /f"'LoJfij] fl! 
Let ftx ~ x z) denote a regular flmcti n of the points of <T o According 
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to the results of § S ~ the advection function { /} obtained from f by the 
~ 

advecti on operation (with respect t~ a given advect.ion vect or R ) f'ul.fills 

t he equat i on 

(S6 ) ilil--~ , or - o e 
When 

1 ~~ U' is analytic 9 well known properties of the operators of the form e 

show t hatg 

{tJ = ~-t~) (f) . ( 8-7 ) 

the operator e-t- '4/ 18 is equivalent to the finite adveetion 
~ 

operation ( ?; ) corresponding to H when ~ is analytico It is very easy 

to verity that (S7) is the general solution of (S6) when f is analytico We 

now rk that 

(where the brackets { J denote~ as before 9 the finite advection operation 

applie to he encl osed function)o The expression (S5) then becomes' 

(SS) 

This m general analytic solution f the equation of evolution ( 66) o Ac= 

c rding o (7S) it can also be writ ten as follows~ 

(89) f. = err-. [; ;1 [J { t fs (s a L-,f,)} a5 J. 
I is very easy to prove that t his solution is 

9
_ as it must obviously be, 

111 rds any change of t iE ar bitrary constant
9 

in other words.~~ that 

~ f /! C == 0 • A ppl:ying to both si des of (SS) the operator )(-'lOJ ' 

nee derive he concJ.usion that the function Pl-ZC>j-f is an advectin 

~n when f is analytic g 



(90) 

Consequently': 

_l_ ( ~-'.J.Dj /t) = x-L(..:!_) s:: _!_ { Y[-1Ley ft } !! {.11,-'1 .J )} se r-.,.c ic o \~ , 

thus showing that the function .ftCI. ( jt..,. c)-~ is also an advective 1\mction 

when ft is analytic. From (SS) we then derive: 

¥c :o _ d r (/'+C))'{, [{-A-t-'( /to:J} J = 0 · 

By taking into acootint the equation of evolution ( 66) and the fUndamen

tal property of all advection functions, the solution (88) also gives tor t.o: 

lilhich is equivalent to: 

(91) fe ( ~-~loJf•) = ftt-1 [f.~(~)] • 
This is the necessary and sufficient condition that the initial field /to(~~ x1.) 

JDU8t .t'ultU to ensure the existence of an analytical solution of the equation 

ot evolution. By means ot the expressions (78) ot the operator .,4f, and ita 

inverse, this condition can also be written as tolloweu 

(92) fe-Pr'(a ~fi-J]~ [tc•( .. ~ft.J] o~~,. M-i[ f. Jt (f ~) J 
For the convenience ot the practical applications of the weighted &dftotion 

method to numerical forecasting (see "pter IV ) , it is uaetu.l to write a 

(93) 

and 

(94) '1 s /;; (.u'j.) -'y. :: -A ~ :: Jlf.-~(,.)- '/f. . 
The relation ( 92) then takes the tormi 

-:1)-



(95) 
_,_ _}_ (~ A oa) . 

I& 7JN 

Given the scalar fields a and J of the operators .At and )t -~ , this re

lation allows us to determine all the initial fields A compatible with the 

existence of an analytical solution or· the equation of evolutiono Conversely, 

if we lmow that a function ft(x~x~ t) is an analytical .function of time, the 

preceding relation then determines the scalar .t as a ftmction of the scalar 

..a and the initial field fto • 

12. General solution of the equation of evolution - When the condition 

(91) is not satisfied by the initial field pc (x~ xz) , the solution of (66) 

cannot be analytic. It is then necessary to generalise the solution (SS) by 

showing that there is a function f(X~ x 2 ) for which the expression 

(96) 

is tre general solution of (66) corresponding to given initiu conditions 

ft(x~.x~ t:o) =/zo (x~x2) • The flmction f(~~~2) 

or non-enalyticity, since (96) reduces to the analytical solution (SS) when 

f = constant. By writing that (96) :tllfills the equation (66) we get: 

o f ~-~L /'- 1 -~ r ( 
}8 f ,,6 = F ./rt L hrjt . - At; { f M-1 Eo; Jt"'_}) )( 

(97) 

x M()~ )(, {; f f ..<e-t Lotf. J) x ex;..( n / { f -'1 -• l<JJl• 0 J 
For t he sake of simplicity, we write f)~ B-t and 

ifJ (a; -tJ = f( e: -t) [ M-~Lo.Jfic] ( e: .t). 



Since d/o8 '= Ojt) f) and 

{ f _M-1.l~ fio} = f f} { ~-:tiajfio} = </J(e: e; 
the preceding relation can be written as follows: 

(98) 

where & denotes a Spl tial. operator depending. on .A-G , .At- t and tJ / J 9 , 
which we need not write doxn e.xplici ~·- Ramark:l.ng that ~ / d 1J ' is obvious]Jr 

permutable with the operator ?:; o.t finite adTection, and t.ald.Dg. 1nt.o account 

that (98) has well defined solutions .tor t= 0 , we i.Jiaa_<Hatel.y" arri-nt at. 

the con<llusion that tba. necessary and su.ttic:lent condition t.o 11bich (98) JmSt 

satisfY in order to have an adTective aollrt.ion ~(o; .f') is the permutability 

of the operator fJJ.f-:~ with the advection operator, when f',J2/'-~ is 

applied to tj o If this condition is satisfied, the expression (96) will ob

vious.ly be the general solution of (66) for given initial conditions /'=/to . 
Writing f(8,'D,f)~f(B:-t)/f(IJ,~) , it is very eas7 to show tlat this per

mutability eondition is expressed by: 

(99) 

To any solution f (0: IJ, /) o.t this equation there corresponds an ad-ntctive 

solution ~(e:.tJ::. tfl(O-t-J -l) o.t the equation (98). The determination ot 

the advective function (; ( 8; l) can ob'fiously be perf'Ol"JD8c:l by considering 

(98)» or the equivalent. rtil.ation (97), .tor C=O • We t.ben obtai.n: 

(lOO) ( /tt-~LOJ.ft"oJ 'dl""' -~-- o.)(-'.lo.t_j. == .~t-· r -L ~( .!l!1l . 
"Jo Jo Lfi: ~~ JJ 

This equation det.emines, without any ditt!.caltq, the factor ot non-4D&l.ytioit.7 
~ J? ( &, .() on any streamline of the actnct.ion vector H ae a. fUnction ot the 

initial fiel d ft• ( 8, .() o The tactor ot non- analyt.icity th\18 determined 

Mfills the condition f(&;t)/f(~e) =/(e: 9, t) vbtm f(D; ~ l) 
i s a solution of (99), since any solution ot (99) necessarily ilm>lves an ar-

bitrary £'unction or 0 and I . Consequently, by introdncing the tunct.ion .f, 
-41-
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determined by (100), in too expression (96) we get a solution of the equation 

of evolution ( 66) o This solution evident ly ful.fills the initial condition 

f' ( :1:: X~ 0) = /'c . Moreover 3 it has t he property of un:i.ci ty:: the dif'i'el"eelce 

f"'~ - ftz of any two solutions of (66) with the same initial. values"' neces-

sar:Uy remains zero at any moment. Any other solution of {66) with the same 

initial values as (96) tren is evidently identical with (96). 

Taldng into account the form (7S) of tre operators .fit and ~-~ and 

writing: 

(101) 

the solution (96) becomes:: 

(102) J := bcjt. [ ~ f'1 ( 7 {iJ f1.-" (a_ Io:J.j~o)} )] • 

Comparing this form of the general solution of the equatioo of evolution to 

the analytical solution 

( 03) fi = '-'"/t. [; fi (: { 4 tC"(a ~ fo·)}) J 
we at once see that the .function ft = ~f plaYB in t he general. solution ex

actly the same part as the scalar ..t. in the analytical solution. Conse

qumt ly, the function p will be given by the same equation as the scalar ,t. 
in the ana.lJrtical case. Making use of the not ations (93) and (94) we then 

have for the detennination of j the equation (95) with 1- replaced by 1 
in the left side : 

1'1.-'(a~.) ~=-(a_-~)~ _a ~ _ '7 [ d M(:d ~)1.,. 
(104) "d 0 & oO ~8 "ft, 6 JD Jj 

+ o~ ( r. A ~ . 
The same result can be obtained directly f rom (100) when .)t and .11, _, are 

replaced by their expressions (7S) • A will be seen lat er (Chapter III), the 

:ution (l02) and the corresponding relation (10+) for the determination o! 

fJ are of fundamental importance in numerical. r r ecasting. 
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l3o Equation of pressure variations - Let us suppose that the function fr 
is tba pressure perturbation in tba atmosphere which is given by the pressure 

observations at the synoptic scale. Tba precise meaning of the pressure 

perturbation function will be e:xplained later ( "pter III) • The closed re

gular surface on which we analyse tba evolution. of /'- w.U1 be for instance 

any geopotential surface (T and the points of <T will be determined by their 

latitude ( 'f ) and longitude ( A ) • The pressure perturbation on (T ob-

v.iously. .f:iUfi.lls the conditions (33) and (40), and we are going to suppose 

that there is a class of advection vectors on q- such that the condition (37) 

is also satisfied. Therefore, according to the results of § 7, the advection 
~ 

vectors on er will then have the form (45), where J now denotes a vertical .,., 
unit vectoro 

By means of a very simple reasoning, it is possible to determine the form 
-+ of the operator /1 , ioeo the form of the vector A and of the acal.a.r M.. , 

w:hich must be associated with the advection vectors (45) and the pressure per-

tur bations. Let us consider on a- a zonal advection vector field, i.e., an 

advection vector with its streamlines in coinai.dence with the geographic small 

circles on <T o For this advection vector the scalAr field 1j/ of ( 45) is 

a 1\mction of latitude only. We now associate with this zonal advect on vec

tor a pressure perturbation fl{ y;, J. , t-) on tr which, at a given moment (:- , 
has a symmetrical configuration with respect to the meridian of the centre of 

the perturbation. Taking into account all the well lmown properties of the 

pressure perturbe.tions, as revealed by the weather map we consider a evident 

that there is no deepening or filling of the centro of a pressure perturbation 

which has synmetric iso-r lines with respect to the central meridian and is 

moving on a zonal advection vector field. Let us hen consider th equation 

of evolution (79), which can be written as follO\f : 

(105) oft .f. tt J'" :1 .. et Tt - - 7 ""' T H. Vjt s . 
() 
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l t t he centre ( 'iJft == 0 ) of the perturbat ion here analysed we must have 

, since, according to (32), the development .:f.\mction ~ is 

equal to 'dfv/~t on any centre and col. In oroer t o have djt/At-=o at 

t he cent re of the symmetrical perturbation , the equation (104) shows that the 

integral jdf must be performed along the central meridian (from the s,m-

o 
metry of t he perturbation and tm zonal. character of its advection vector -field it follows that H-VJt = 0 at any point of the central meridian ). 

Since t he scalar il is independent of tine, we then see that i t must be a 

function~{~) of the latitude only when the advection vector is a zonal 

-"> 

.tl.eldo The relation (75) then shows that the vector A is tangent to the 

meridians and depends on latitude onlyo Moreover, the relat ion (73) becomes: 

-jA-~~dy; 
(1~) ,u.. = e ) 

where lz now denotes t he distance of a point of o- from t he earth 1 s cent~ 

which can be consi dered as constant on a geopotential surface. 

weight fUnction (SO) takes the f orm: 

(107) 

Finally, the 

The results just obtained for a pressure perturbation on a zonal advec

tion vector f ield will be valid in the general case if we suppose that there 

is always a scalar field lf/{p1 {) in (45) to which corresponds the S8JI8 

scalar AA for all pressure perturbationso This is an obvious condition, since 

the operator M , by its defi.niti , i s itxlependen of the function /t{f,)./}j 

by choosing a special 1/i ( 'l't .{) ~ it mtiBt be p.:>s sible to arrive at the same 

.f'unction .U for all /l • More precisely: the· advecti.on vector .fields that 

must be considered in connection with any: pr essure perturbation are the ones 

that correspv d to s calars U depending on latitude only. Consequently, the 

equati n of evol'llt:ion of t he pressure perturbations on a geopotential surface 

ld.ll be: 
M:_ ( -t.J1lft -

(108) at 'fo)l.o,t)=-a: (: H-VJt){y;,J.o/t-) t; {'!J 'fo)dJ') 
Yo 



and t~ solut.ion (102) will take the form: 

(109) 

Writing 

(110) 

and: 

!
1t/2 

Aj{'fo,l.o,&)= 1- ; {P ~ )~ (~a~o)J ~{'{1 Y'o) dy; 
% 

Cf= n +cl.. we also have~ 

ftj2-Fo 

f/i (y., ~.,!:-) =-;j (: if, VJt)(«, A,,t)t;(ol.,'f,) d«., 
0 

lrj2-y0 

(lll) J{'f., ~.J)= :/; { j '!J:. ~(«ay.)} <1(oC
1 
f.,} do( 

1 
l) 

where, as before, '}':::: d.o2 -4:J~o J . By introducing the expression (45) of 

the advection vectors and the expression (106) of the weight function, the e-

: I quation (107) becomesg 

::f Ji1ZA ... (ll2) EAt (fo1 Ao1 f)= 
212 

[4-(J,.xvlf").vr]{ti,~o,t-) rk dy 
~ a U{fo) v d(cnY') 

Y'o 'f/2 

Since the function to which the operator j dy is applied must l"EEII&in 
Po 

f'inite for '/' ~ o , we have the oondit.ion: 

= finite quanti Y• 

___.. 
The vector A , as already shown, is tangent to the meridians when jt 

~ 

is any pressure perturb&tiono Consequently A:o at the geographic poles 

and ...{,({I 'PI= rtfz)= 0 • Hence, we are all.Dwed to write : 

-IA('f) == kjrr* tr(Crtf) d("-f) 1. 
wbere ~ is a constant and j (U1'f) a function with the following proper

ties : 

and : 

~m 
lyJ~ o/2 

f.tHYJ I j {u-tf) d ( UH'f) == - 0() • 

~ 
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The simplest function j (lr.J'f J with these properties is obviously -1 /Ur.ty; 
to which corresponds, by (75), (106) am (107), the scalar 

(113) ~::: (etn }P) ~ 
the weight fUnction 

(114) 

the vector 

(115) ) 

and the operator 

l-
11 

'Vllfl) ) 
I Vrp/ 

(ll.b) }{.-: 1-A. V=: d- ~(~!f) _2. t 

I? d)P 
The sol uti.on (lll) then becomes 

1fj2-f. 

<n?> ytr.,l.,t:J= :_J; {/(1-: ~¥>t-)("Y·>} (;("','M dot., 
0 

It now revai ns to find the scalar field 1f/ ( y;, ~ ) [ in tre expression ( 45) 

f the advection vector J to which corresponds tre scalar M=(Ctrlf J ~ • The 

!ol'm&l analysis developed hitherto is unable to solve this problem and we must 

tum, in the following Chapter, to thermo-hydrodynamic_al considerations o The 

determination of 1j/" and of tha numerical value of the constant ~ 1d.ll change 

the fonnal. solution of the problEIIl of pressure variations :into an e!tectiW 

solution which can be applied in numerical forecasting. 

References 

On tre analytical part of tha weighted advection :ms.thod, the reader Jl&'1 

consult the references [1] to [4] of tha bibliographical list at the end of 

the paper . 
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CHAPTER III 

THE INrEGRAL EQJATIONS OF HYDRODYNAMICS 

AND THE THEORY OF PERTURBATIONS 

14.. Tensor form of the hydroctynaaical. egua tions - In the deduct.i.on of the 

integral equations corresponding to the hydrodynamical equati ns (Z7) some re

strietive conditions are al'WB\V'S imposed to the motion (incompressibility'$ slow 

motions. or negligible vorticity, constant viscosity)o The integral equations 

thus obtained (the Oseen Us equations [ 21. 9 22]) are very import.an.t, for it is 

clearly by the generalisation of Oseen 's results that we can get rid of the 

restrictive eonditionso 

In order to arrive at the required generalisation• of Oseen 1s eqta i ns 

for compressible fluids with any velocity, vorticity and viscosity, let us 

first give to the hydrodynamical eqilation a new tensor fo:nno We denote by a 

comma a cavariant derivative, by ( zl.;, =~ 2 .3 ) any cartesian orthogona.l eo-.) I I 

ordinates am define by 

ani by K the mean value of ci.j-l :in the domain of the fl.ui.d ( o( specific 

volume$ fl viscosity coefficient), the equations of motion in the Weber form 

(equations 14 or 31) take the form: 

~ -+ ~ 

(120) i>V K ~V::. A Tt-
and give g 

(121.) 
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when the velocity V has at least first , second and third order derivatives. 

To these equations we must add the equation of continuity: 

(122) 

The equations (121, 122) are the hydrodynamical equations in tensor form. 

In the subsequent paragraphs we show that it is possible to derive the 

integral equations corresponding to the system (121, 122). These integral e

quations determine the tensor 1{~t"' at any point _M of the domain ]) ( t) of 

the fluid for any moment t~ to as a function of the initial values v;;(x~ t~ 

in the whole domain D(t,J at the initial moment am of the values of 

(123) 
V'"' ?Jl{{' A"' 

,lt ; 4n J 

on the boundary sur faces S { t) of D tl:) for t ~ f-0 , 0/ P'h denoting 

t he nonnal derivates at the points of S{ t-) o It is evident tlat the boundary 

valuas (J23) 

(l24) 

for t;;::. to • 

are equivalent to the boundary values of 

__.. ~v 42 v ~ 
~-)--A 

)?1 417 2 J 

Let b 
2 

denote the two dimensional laplacian operator of the 

sur faces S ft-J • Since: 
~ 

~ - o2..v ___,. 
b V= Ll2.. V+ + .2 X 4V 

~.,2 'iJ11 
(125) 

( X denoting the mean curvature of S), the equation (120) gives: 

(126) 
__.... ( )2. ~ 

A =-K l12 +- .,.. 2X L) 1l + ~V trn Sft-). 
'Jnz. 'Jn ot ' 

Consequently" the boundary values (l24) can also be replaced by the following 

ones: 
~ ~v ov )~v 

(127) v,-) -
~t 0~ ) '411 2 • 

When the oounda.ry surfaces s are invariable (ioeo im.ependent of time) t~ 

boundary values of OV/Jf can be deduced from those of V and the system 

of boundary conditions reduces to: 

~ )V ')2v v,_ 
~n J 2;Z 

Id 
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l5o Adj oint equations - Denoting here by '[" t~ variable ti..ne, the ad-

joint equations of the system (121.~~ 122) can be written as follows: 

a) 
(128) 

-· -en~ K ll w.'" _ lB.<> 
~ + "- ---:- ) a~ )z ~ 

) -~ b w. .J,.: 0 1 
-k ''"' where "W is a symmetric tensor which will. be det e:nnined belowe £ 

to find the elementary solution of the adjoint syst em we write& 

!z ~ Jr:K4-:t: )2 +(z2-x:J2. + (x3-x!)z. ) 

In order 

~ .. being any cartesian orthogonal coordinates of a point M.' of J)(t-) and 

x/ the coordi.na tes of another point .M of ]) ( t-) which is the pole of the 

element ary solutiono Let us consider the function: 

(129) e 'fK/t--rJ 

It is well known that it fUlfills tne equation: 

(130) 7J~ + K o'<r{> = 0 , 
or o-t 2 

Moreover.~~ the .t'unction 7j/ defined by 

Cl31) - di1 1/! = - rf d$ 
'z "t' 

where I(, 1 is a constant independent of 'l , .t"uJ..fills the equati n: 

(132) Ll{;; +Ki1 v/)==o . 
We now consider the symmetric tensor 

(133) W;f = -( ~ lf/) ~J + I
2

1F ' 
~%t. axA--

which can be called the Oseen •s tensor and satisfies the equati.Cin (128b)o Tm 
-+ equations (128a) will also be .f'ulfilled by ~· .~~ thanks to (132), when the 

vector B If is defined by: 

Cl34) B *' = _l_ (o If/ -r K L1 1//) · d.x* IT 
The relation (132) thEil shows that B f fUl.f1ll.s the condition: 

-~ (135) DB =O · 

J.Q -



16. Integra! equations for the tensor \(~~ -

tions ( 121) with <[ as time variable: 

We first write the equa-

.,,~Pr ~A""' 
~- K~ v;~?>! ---
11"' p.rR 

and then multiply these equations by w . .f and the 
(. 

Jot. 
equations ( 128a) by ~ • 

Adding the expressions thus obtained, summing with respect to the clummy index 

and taking into account the symmetry of the tensors ~ k and dB }lati we get 

We consider the integral of this expression in the volllllle D(r) bounded by 

the sur.f.aces S {r) and by the surface (L.) of a sphere of radius lz' centered 

at the point /1 of 7) (7:) : 

f .~(w.~ Y;:}dw -1(-w.~ n ~; _ ~; ~ w,<f) di<J = 
D{rJ -

1J(-rJ 

=f (w.~ )/l"' -rT .... o~.) a 
t -+V~- U) , - ox~ ' ox.f-

:Dtr; 

Since i t is supposed that the V,., satisfy the necessary and sufficient condi

tions of regularity (see later), the Green's formula then gives: 

-j (w/ A v,~~-v,*" n w.~Jetw = f(w/ •Yt_ v;;· 4W.)t~4+ 
DI~J j \ ~11 O't 

(136) S{-c-J 

I(-~ av"' ?9t -1 + w. --Lit- VL a~) dcr 
l o.z '~ d } 

~· 'l 

where the normals 11 to S{r) are inner normals. Taking now into account 

the equati ons (128 b) and (135), an application of Gauss' formula leads to the 

following t ransformations: 

/~~ dA.,.,dw = -fn* ~~A"'d-1 -jn "WfA"' dv 
- ~xt • ' 
I>(r) S(rJ ~ 
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where the ?1* are t he covariant. components of the unit no:nnals. (Let us re

mark here that there is no difference between covariance and covarianve in the 

present analysis, since we are dealing with orthogonal cartesian coordinat es 
-~ ?tt in the euelidi.an space ) o Finally~ for the continuous function ~ V,~ we 

have the relation: 

t he symbol "Y, denoting the normal. component of the displacement velocity of 

the elements of the oo'lmdary surfaces Sl-rJ of IJl-rJ f -v, is considered a s 

positive when lying in 1J ('r) J o Tba different transformations just consi-

dered give to (136) the form& 

J[K(w~ 4V,;' _ VL.,~)~ +n-w.~A7111d~= -1-jw.~ v; dw 1: i '0~ ,I K ~"l lt t J IT (. ~ 

I 
-~ ]5{'C) 

rK(w.~ 4VI" y~>~ ~) + n WkA,., + w.~ V"' Y J d4 -·- - "' ~ - 'k 0 ft (. ' ,ll " 
glrJ on " --jv"" ""IB, d-:1 -jv.,.,El dq-. 

~71 )'l 
StrJ E 

We n0111 integrate this expression with respect to T from 'l = to to 'r= t • 
-I According to (133) and to (129) the tensor ~ obv.lously vanishes for 7":. t: • 

ConsequEiltl.ys 

-/:rj[K(W/' ~f-v,; ):;J ... n* W/A"'}Irr=jw/v;; tlaJ -
( 137) t;, 1:: JJ{ to) 

-f;rj[K(W/ ;~; -y; ~~l-) + n_. ~~ ~ + ~~ v;t V. ] cld-
to S(n 

t t -/h f -v'" ;!' d4 -Jd:r fv'" ~f ~a: 
~ ~~ t z 0 



In order to find the limit of this expression when the radius 'Z' ot the 

sphere Z tends to zero9 we denote by W.~ the tensor defined by the ex
< 

pression (133) of ~~ when Jl' is simply replaced by the fUnction 1J' = 

hm. 1J/ o An easy analysis l:ased on (133) and quite similar to a 
"C'_.o 

wel1 known analysis by Oseen [ 2IJ J tben shOW's: 

1° that the limit for 'Z/~ 0 o:f the left side of (137) is zero; 
, 

2° that the limits for 'l-+ 0 o£ the integrals of the right side of 

- k I -~ -+ 
(137) depending on Wt can be obtained by sjjlply replacing ~ by ~ o 

Moreover, an elementary analysis based on (132) gives: 

(137°) 

from which we deduce for a point. ~ Z g 

Tm expansion in a Taylor series o£ V"' in the vicinity of the pole 

X!i~) tben. givesg 

_ft,., /; jY'" I/1J1 drr = _ 4lll,n, '£' ~;) ~(r;r) d-r:-. 
~'-;o ~ 1: ) 'l 3 1t ~ o ) \. J 'Jwf. t--1: 

t"a 
shmm [2.1] that It can be 

(138) J
t 1 

_,/,(m k' J (r) ~( 'l, r) d1: == _ 2 v'1iK /t ( t) 
1~o t t-T 

0 

On the other ~d, the expression (137') gives: 

oB, = t' ~ ('l~ ") 
"l>n 2 ( t--r:) 

and by taking into ccount the property (138) we at once obtain: 
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-/,"m [:..I V"' '1!J. <k = -i/iiKIV"'.l... [ X( - ~do J d4 
t4o to S(•rJ on StfJ ~n ~3 . 

When the different results thus derived are introduced in (l37) we finally 

obtain [ 5,6] the integral equations fo r the t ensor "': : 

¥-ViK v:: (PtJ t) = j(l4{1) ( t-, '( = t;,) (v;;; (11: t()) daJ -
t Z>(to) 

{339) -{df[tc{vr/ ~~t _ ~; ~;~)+W.:f(n~A~ ~; V,:)] d4 + 
fo S('r) 

+ "0i( fv'" 2_ [Xt-(Xt)o] d-1 , 
S{tJ c, .z.3 

They express the V ., at any point M ( .x;) of t he dcanain 1J (t-) at any mo-

'' 
ment f> /:;, as .functions of the initial conditions v;,"' (x~· t

0
) in ]) { t 0 ) 

and of the boundary conditions for t ~ t;, • The preceding analysis clear l y 

shows that the integral equations (139) can only be written !or a oontin ous 
~ 

function V with continuous first and second order derivates, as well s 

bounded and integrable t hird order deri vativeso For the sake of simplic t y, 

we will say that a motion wit h these propert.ies is a quasi-analytical mot n. 

The integral equations ( 139) are t he required generalisation of Oseen' for

mulae for any quasi111alytical motion. These equations are tensor relations 

and can of course be written wit.houl; any reference to components of t he dif

ferent mathanatical quantities. Reaarking tha -v;; is t he tEnsor comDO-

-+ 
nent notation of the t ensor ~lf and denoting by "W h 0 en •a tensor, 

the fonnulae (139) take the equiTal.Ettt forms 
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~ 

17. Integral equations for the vector V -When the tensor vf/ has 

been previously determined by the :i.ntiegral equations (139) ,the determination 
......,. ' 

of V itself can be perfonned either by a simple spatial integration 

finite domain fran its curl and divergenc.e @ o 

r; _. . i j ,cwu v)~- ~' _ ~k 
and 

@:::: 1(: t 

( -t~j 1 ~ = ~etc. jiR.A.-'Y"'IAt#ti-

4 1, 2, 3)) 

they are determined by (139). The vector V can be deduced fran its curl 
~ 

and di. vergence when the boundary condition '{ of V on the boundary sur-
-+ 

faces S{t-) is known. The boundacy values V of V belong to the sys-
11 

tem of boundary conditions appearjng in the integral equations (139). We 

think it quite unnecessary to give here the classical analysis of the Theory 
~ 

as a function of cur 1 V of Potential which completely detenni.nes V ' 
(jj) and X (see for instance [2-o] ). 

18. The general bound&ry value problan for the quasi~ffical func

tions - The preceding paragraph 16 shows that the deduction of the integral 

equations for \JV is a pure analytical problem, quite irdependent of the 
~ 

f. et that V was considered as the veloci y vector field of a .fluid· For 

any function V(:J(J·, t) with first and second order derivatives, an equation 

of the fo:nn 

(141) ~V -J<Ll V- A (xi t-) ?Jt - , 

can obviously be written ( I( being an arbitrary constant), quite indepen-

dentl.y of t he eventual physical meaning of the right side A . When 
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V(xj t) is a quasi-analytical function we derive from (141) 

oft -"~V,.: = t>A. _, at ~x .. 

am the integral equations (139) can then be applied a without any modifica-

tion, to the 1(, 5 oo/~.zl . 
duce the laplacian 

Once the ~ have been de ennined, we de-

~V = l:i ( !;: ) = ~;; 
and an application of a classical formula. then give at any int of 

t;.n V( M~ tJ = -/ G (M 1 M. ';~)D. V(./'1.: t-) d~, -
'D{t-) 

-Jv (M; t) o 9 (M,~ '; t) d4 
1 

~n 
SttJ 

0 
0 

G (M J M~ t) denoting the Green's function of the d main DU:) \d.th its pole 

at .M. and vanishing values on S( t). 

The integral equations (139) thus give the solu on o the general boun-

d.ary value problEIII. for any quasi-enalytical f'm on f 1J(t) when 

the boundary values 
V ~V 4'2.V )V 

J ~ , lnz. ' )t-

on S (e) can be considered as data. If trV / ~ t is d 

from the boundary data, it would then be nece S&r'11 ~ S d pen4s on time, 

to introduce a definition of the !unction .A (x f t) o! dependen 

of this equation, such as the cle'tinition (119) for 

The boundary data would then be 

V) JY. ' lz.V'" ' A. ' o11 ~n2 

bat the problem would then s<DSWhat loa its 

19. The fundamental properly of the gua 

P perty can be annunciated as fol.l.ows : 
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I Any quasi-analytical motion of a fluid boupdeg by .. e.J.os.ed surfaces tenQI 

with time to a motion quite independent of the initial condi.t.ions and eom

pletel,y; de:tennined by the boundary' conditi6ns o 

In order to prove this theorem by means of the integral. equat i ons (139), 

we first remark that, according to the definitions (129), (l31) and (1.3.3) of 

the f\mctions ~ and 7j/ and of the Oseen 1 s tensor W, we have f or -r ::./; : 

W;,*{t-J 7:= to)== ~ [3(.t:lx:~~X.:-Xio) _ ~·k] (fJ/-rP}(ILJ t, 'r= t0 ) + 

-1- ...Lrt.k_ (xli-::K!)(:x;-xu,)] ij('l.)tJr=to) . 
2K l L ~2 ~-~ 

As a consequence of quite evident properties of the .functions fP and 'f// 

we then der ive at once the result: . 

.Af., w." ( t, -r = to) == o. 
(t-to)~ o0 ~ 

Conse~tly, the volune integral of the integral equations (l39) always va

nishes when ( t--!;, )-+aO, thus proving the theorem. 

The quasi-analytical motion of a fiuid for (t- ~)~ oo then represents 

the integral effect (extended to the whole evolution of the fluid in the 

~t) of the extemal actions in.fl.uencing the fluid through the boundary sur-

f aces. This quasi-analytical motion, which is independent of the initial 

conditions, will be called the basic motion, since it is obviously the direct 

hydrodynamical effect of the ext.emal actionso It can also be considered as 

a sustained motion owing its existence to the exte:r;nal actionso 

In order to get a clear physical representation of t he way in which t he 

ext.emal actions appear in the integral hydrodynamical equations, it is in

t eresting t o consider the important pa.rticula,r case 'When the fluid adheres 

to rigid bounda ry surfaces ( \{ = 0 on S ) . For ~ _ to) ~ oO the in-

tegral equations (UO) reduce to the follOW'ing e:xpression vh.en (1.2)) is taken 

in:bo account : 

t 

( llo2) ~F-v'iiK vV (M, tJ "' -1< ltl·rjf:q. ~ (-!~) _ 2X (W.-ii) ~ _ W. ~)•:"'J14 
t;, 



~ denoting the two dimensional gradient operator of the boundary' surfaces. 

We now introduce the. simplified Hooke's law for the stress tensor b , i.e. 

the expression (29) without the tenn depending on A which is negligible in 

the great majority of cases (for instance in the atmosphere). Remarking 

that in the vicinity of the rigid bol.m.daries S the stress tensor reduces 

approximately to: 

(142') 

the preceding expression reduces simply to: 
t 

ln--rr.:::. v ... ( }{r· (R·~) · ~ it.?: 1: )W] (143) .j y'I1:1C V M,t)::: K d.-r. W.~ --=- +2')((W.n )--:.- +-= ·- t/4. 
-s f< fl }'( ~, 

to 

FinaJ.J.y, we nay suppose that the viscosity coefficient ji. is constant in the 

vicinity of S and write /( := ji for the arbitrary constant I( , thus ob

taining from ( 143) : 

~ 
(144) ![ 6K V V( H, t) /"-1 [ Y'(. V. ( tt:t:)+ 2.)' {W: it)(~-'/;) ... ~-~ 1 ol4 

t"o S 
This relation clearly shows that the .t'rictional stress on the boundary sur-

face is generally the most important physical agent represmting in tbs in

tegral hydrodynamical equations the extemal actions (income of heat in the 

majority of cases) which really create and naintain the quasi- analytical 

basic motion of the fiuid. This is quite compatible with the energy dissi

pation by the frictional stresses, since these stresses simply appear in 

(1.44) as an alternati n expression far the botmdar;r cmditions of the velo-

city :.eJ.eldo The part of the bolDldar.Y conditions which cannot be expressed 

as a function of the .frictional stress tensor is in general lees important 

for the 'tesic motion. This part correspondsz 1° to the difference between 

the compl.ete expression (29) of the stres ensor and its s1mpl1.tled expres

sion (142h 20 to a possible non -adhermce of the .fluid to the boundaries; 
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30 to the existence of deformable boundary sur faces whose motion ( ~ ) then 

represents an ex&emal mechanical action. 

a>. The basic motion and. the perturbation - The preceding. formulae 

show that the quasi-analytical basic motion is a steady motion when the boun

dary conditions are indepEndent of time, ioe o when the extemal actions have 

constant intensity. The variability of the quasi -analytical basic motion 

is entirely conditioned by the corresponding variability of the extemal ac-

tions. In spite of this fundamental fact, we know that in most fluid media 

(for instance the atmosphere) the observed motions (at any space and time 

scale of the observations) are very variable, their unceasing and rapid evo

lution having no coimDOn measure with the much slower variations of the inten-

sity of the extemal actions. What is then the origin of this phenomenon 

of .fundamental importance? According to the preceding resultl:r it must oilea:r

ly be ascribed to the non-e.nalyticityo If the "answer" of the fluid to the 

ext.emal actions is not quasi-:aneJ.ytical, a very variable motionDBy be ere;;. 

ated (the turbulence at any s cal.e) even when there is adherence of the fluid 

to the boundaries and the ext.emal actions have constant intmsity. 

From the point of view of physics, the difi'ei'EI'l.ce between the two mo

tions, the one quasi-enalytical and quasi-steady (for quasi-constant external 

ctions), the other essentially variable and non-analytical, must be ascribed 

to tw different laws for the frictional stresses. As a consequence of the 

q: si-e.nalytic character of the basic motion, we are Entitled to suppose that 

this motion is laminar now with an isotropic law for its frictional stress 

tensor am an essentially positive dissipation .function; on the cont.ra17, the 

observed ot.i.on may have a more complex law . for the frictional stresse' 

not necessarily isotropic, the corresponding dissip~.tion function then having 

h poadbility of beccming negative in sane regions. It is very iJDpOrtant 

rlt that the fwxlamental property of the quasi_ analytical motioDS, 
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proved in § 19, allows 'bs to deftne at any manEnt a basic quasi -analytic 

and quasi-steady motion in spite of the variable observed motion which, in 

the majority of cases~ is profoundl.y different !ran the basic motion. This 

motion can then be considered as an underlying basis of the observed mot i on. -Denoting by 1/tr/'j/l,t) the velocity .tield of the observed motion we t hen 

la ve at any moment: 

(145) 

~ 

V(r,y,1 Z 1 1:) denot:ing the velocity field of the basic quasi-analytic motion 
...... 

and 1T(x,'1
1 
~, 1:) the velocity field of the perturbation. From the physical 

po:int of view, this detinition of the perturbation is the only rational and 
~ 

non-arbitrary de.f'inition tmt can be considered, since V(::c1 ~1 -r, t) is t b 

basic quasi-enalytie motion representing the direct hydra~~ecbanical equ.iTa

lenli of the e.xtemal actions. Let us consider y property U of the ba ic 

motion. We always denote by 1.J*(x1~1 ':! 1 I:) the same propert7 in the total 

observed motion ani by -« (x, ~~ ~ 1 1:) the perturbation field of U . Con

sequently: 

(146) 

When U is a property per unity ass ot the fluid we write for a finite 

na.ss: 

u* -fiu*tm , u = fusm .. .Jt1 - .) I( )' > 
Jtf. Jtt 

Hence: 

and 

(147) DV:- D 'tft + :D uM ~ 
Dt - J)t Dt 

The central problem o! the Theory ot Pertur tiorus is tb dete:rminat n of 

])~ /Dt as a .f\mction ot the characteristic properti ot the fiuid. 

21.. Solution ot the cent tor the vel.ocit and the 



mechanical energy ... We first remark that according to the meaning of the 

quasi-analytical l:asic moti on, ~ ne cessarily represents the effect of the 

extemal act ions on the property V of the mass ..M. o There are two causes 

for the variation of V* : a) the variation of U which represents, in 
}4. :N 

tre mass J1 , the external actions from the point of view of the property Y; 

b) t he mechanical links (surface stresses) between M and the rest of the 

fl.Uid. Obviously, there would be no change in the evolution of .M , trom 

t he point of view of the property U , by suppressmg fictitiously the fiuid 

medium outside ..M. provided the field of U in the b:lsic motion is conserved 

_M ,as veu as the same stresses P* ir and &~ n on the sur:tace er 

of .M o Let us denote by (-« ) the influence of the pressure stresses 
H'/l 

on tT and by (U..Ii)/ the influence of the frictiona.l. stresses. The rela-

tions (146) and (147) can then be written as foll.ows~ 

u: - ~ + (.UM )/L + ( .UM)f J 

and 

(147a) ]) ~., - D ~. ])(u-N)ft TJ(~)£ 
1) t - D t: + 'D t + Dt . 

The detennination of])(~~ /Dr and D(~)F jJ>t as functions of the charac

teristic properties of the fiuid is very easy when 1J is the vel.oci ty or the 

h'vt:ll'Nll~chanical ene r gy. 

We first suppose that DTJ_: /]) t- has been written w.i.th the form: 

147b) ]) v;t =/¥-" tJq- + <J(t-J 
Dl: J 

a-
wher fJ is a functi on which does not depend explicitcy" on the pressure and 

frictional stresses. In order t o express, by means of this relation, the 

between .U.u and the' eurfac stresses we first remark that U* , tor - ) ~ 
any tini q mass, is a function of time nly, but. can also be considered as 

l ondng to families of functi ons 

148) 



depmding on a scalar parameter o< representing a property of the fluid. 

Giving. to this parameter an infinitesimal virtual variatiCin S'o< , the cor

responding virtual variation ~ 71.t~ of ~*will be to the s cond order: 

According to the form of (148) and to the way in which the virtual varia

tions must be introduced here, the ~cl.. are obviously constant through M. • ' ' 

They can however be functions of time. When ~ lJ. ~ 0 the property v; 
is said to ·depend on the property f::l.,. ; in other words: d.. contributes to 

the value of u: . We then say that there is a 1!!:!! between the pt'Oper

ties o<. and U* . That part or U* which undergoe5 a virtual varia-x ,}( 
tion when 8'-o< -:J:. 0 is clearly the effect of the link «..~ ~-~~ , and can be 

called the contribution of o( to the value of ~* . Let J <£ denote the 

operator which gi ws, when applied to any function, the part. of thi tunc-

tion representing the effect of the link between o!. and the tancti con

sideredo Since this part is the one that depends on o1.. in the general 

ca.seJI we will write: 

where (~*~ denotes the effect of the link ol.. ~ U..*. 
H 

We now consider the case where eX is either the pressure on the sur-

f ace er of .}1. or a parameter ft characteristic of the frictional stres ea 

on a- • The :tanctions (~*~and (~"l, will now represent respectively 

the ccm.ributions of the pressure and frictional tres es on er to the 

Talue of TJ* . According to the relation (147) t · se quantities are t he 
H. 

contribu'G:&. ns of the mechanical links betwe n M. and 

perturbation of U • Conseqll8Dtl.y: 

oute fluid to the 

(«-_..),. = s~r;" fJ;_ j (-«M)I "'f>{i tr. 

l 
I ,, 



From (f '+7&) we t hen deduce ~ 

( , ,_oa ab) D(~)/l -ftP~IJl[/ dq- • D(~)l =Jtrft>¥7 tier .. 
........ 7 , • - (T '""p_ ) v t -ar Dt o (T er 

<r 

let us suppose first tmt u~ is tb3 momentum [?*tfrn of a finite 

ma.as }11 o The equation of motion applied to the m ss N. ( cfe Chapter I:~ 

§ 2 b) can be written~ 

.n v.:r c: _ j( p;r.,. r; ~ n) e& .,. 2 Ji x ~t .,. /1 s,. · 
])l; tT H. 

This equation has the form ( 147b) with: 

1f/ c - ( P~rt + ~~ri) , 

Applying now t he relat ions (149a,b) we get 

1)( if, )l_ = -/?: "! ;r da- J 

Dt 
U' 

since the virtual variati ons ~ J; are const ant in space and S ()~ f'~ 
6f' 

bviously reproduces the stress tensor 't;* itsel f o We then arrive at t he 

fl 1l.owing solu ~ on of t he central prcblem of t he theory of perturbat i ons for 

the locity field ~ 

150) .D~ - D ~ - ?:.*fi dcr. ~* -+ fi 
])t J)t 

er 
Sine this relation can be applied to any mass M :~ a classi c t rans formation 

f he sur fa integral in a "A?lume integral gives the "point equa ti n 11 

which :ron...--sp ds to (150) : 

(151) 
dv~ 
d.t-

~ ~ 
T'* d no ing the frictional force per unit y m ss ( P*-.-j;V. ~) o 
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relation is one of the fundamental equations of the Theory of Perturbationso 

We now consider the hydranechanical energy per unity mss as defined in 

Ghapter I by the relation (13)o The scalar multiplication of he equation 

of motion (Zl a) with the velocity gi.ves the eqaation of "vis~viva': 

(152) 
oP* ( d£if ~I( ... j P* elf* =-f* --V. F +- -· 
7J c tJ,t f* dt 

Finally» by integrating this equation in volume ~f .M and taking into ae~ 

count the equation of continuity, the ther.modynamic equation of state and _. 
the relation F '!. _1_ V. ?:* , we easily get the following form of the equa

l'*' 
tion of vis...:v:iva for a finite mass: 

D£* h,~~~ *-" .._h If -Jf 'f'tJT* ~(, .... 
(153) 1>: =-;V.~. hdu-J b• V. V ~-r +lij~ /',. -') 'f*V..*V~Jf-~tt,. 

fT 'Z" Jl1. .Jt 
This equation shows that DE; jDt does not depend expl.icitly on the pres-

sure stresses on the surface (T' of .M o Consequent l 

(154) 

On the contraey~ 

D (eJII.)" = 0 . 
])t 

(155) n ~e7>" "'-,Yr fvrv~r:"; 1f]«rr=-ft·N?:~h'"rr-/i{.~(G)du; 
rr a- r 

since 

and 

The expression j 't~ v. V*th' represents the sp ed of energy di pation by 

the frictional stresses in the mas ./'1. ; an application t the first prin-

ciple of thermodynamics then sh s that i 
_:!loft 

formed by }11. with the velocity field ~ 

on the surface er of .M. • Hen e: 

equal. to work per-

the fr:L t io stresses 

j ~~ "1. T/ .. d~ = jY,~ (~'! ~)tlrr, 
(/"" 



and (15.5} reduces to: 

(l!i6l I>(e")f =-jV."?:~i?Ja-- j?;:v. V*d-r =(V--: l"'-t112. 
]) 1: er -r M 

· Taking into account (154) and (156) we then get the following solution of the 

central problEm of the theory of perturbations for the hydromechanical en~ 

DE: = IJEM. +/~F~tnr. 
D t .Dt '.ftf 

ergy: 

The "point equa.tion11 corresponding to this relation is obviously: 

(157) 
~ ~ 

+ V~F. 

This is the other fundamental equation of the theory of perturba.tions. 

22o The complete h;vdrod.ypamical equations of the Theory of Perturba

tions - We have just seen that the mtroduction51 in the Theory of Perlurba~ 

tions, of a basic quasi-analytical motion representing the direct hydromeeha

nical effect of the external actions allows us to add to the Tbermo-hydrody

Il.BJJlical equations (27) four new independent equations: the scalar equation 

(157) and the three equations (151) for the components of the velocity vlf- . 
We thus obtain a complete system of' ten independent equations for the ten in-

~"* V* V* -rttt 7:"* F* 'Dif f*", 'T*, n*. dependent unknowns: v ~ · , fl , z , ~ , ~ , ~ , r , ~ 

All properties of the basic quasi-analytical motion must of course be consi-

dared as data in the Theory of Pertm-ba.tionso The b3.sic quasi -analytical 

motion can be considered as a datum not only theoretically, but als in prac

tice for the simple reason that in the most i.mpor::.ant cases (the atmosphere 

for instance) this motion :is quasi -steady ~. can be deduced from the ob-

served motion by the mere detennination of t~ averages. The Theory of Per

turbati.ons th completely overcomes two of the fundamental insufficiencies 

of classical Hydrodynamics analysed in § 4. 

An :a onomous or self-contained ysten of five independent equations for 

unknowns ~~, ~*, ~-, P* and f* can easily be separated 

from the lete system of ten independent unknownso For this purpose, we 

introduce <pation (151) in the equatio of moti n, thus obtaining: 



(158) 

Iet us consider the three drthogonal cartesian camponEil s of hi tor 

qua.tion and denote by]) the detenninant of the coefficients of be unkn 

v: SJ X*SJ v;* in the left sides of (158). Let also X .. be the cof tor 
,.,. . V 

of ]) corresponding to the element A.~ of this detenninant ( i,j =~ 2
1
3; 

.X~=~, X2 ='Yrx3.::~ ). They are given by 

X. . -== -o J) 

".1 oAy: 
The reduced cofactors V, • j]) are the components of a tensor by o 

' "'' _,.I( J 
which the. solution of (158) for V can re writ en as f< ll s ~ 

(159) V~* I -:t p* ..... t>v) (X) 
=-lr "' -J + ~t · Ii 

(this equation can be considered, to a certain ext.en , a gene 

of the geostrophic formula). The· equati n of v.t.s-dva (1 c be 

as foll.ows» when the equation of continuity is tak n 

We now introduce an important vector field ( ld. h h of 

ty) compl.etely defined by means of the properties E (h~ c __.. 
ot the basic motion) and V' (vel y of the ba.s c ""''•.a.v 

field is gi. ven byg 

(1.61) 

~ 

Tbia H vector g:tv s t the aqua of vie- (160) 

by taking (157) into account: 

'liP* =-il· vP'*- P*&vV +-f' H. (1- ~v)+r•.;. 
(Jt 0 
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The autonomous system o.f five mdependent equati ons for the main unknowns F, 
, r* ~~ V* and f -If then is the following: ~ i 1 ~ 

-+ ( ~ V*=- -? VP*-J+ ;r)·~), 

(162) ~p..¥-= _if. VP*_ P ~div V*-~apitH.If- ffJ +P..,. ()E 
(}I: l ~ (Jt' ./ ?jf ) 

It can be said that this system completely summarizes the Theory of Pertur

bations [ li9ilo] o 

---"" 
23o Equations for the pert.urbations 1T , ft an~ fo of vel.ocitYa pres-

sure and density - Applying the decomposition (146) of any property in basic 

field and perturbation to the velocity 1 the pressure and the density and de

noting by the subscript 1'll. the time averages, we obtain for the perturb&-
~ 

tions V , fl a ft. : 

if.:: _:f. VJt·(~'-.fh_ V P~(.X)+ ~(.:£ vP*\ - ..!_ vz>l. (X) f D/ If* 1) L I f11- )In f J 7J J 

.;; = _Jl. vp - P cUv;;- /'- d.'1r (~it) + /,. if.J + 

+[ (?*clirrV1, ~ P~·tr:VJ) 
0 -+ ~ 
~ :: - v.v~ - u. vp- U. v$ _ .f'~div-ll _ /J dVtr V+ 

+ [(~'!vf"),- V. V? J + [(p*etwV'?.., - f'ctwV], 

when 11 for he sake of simplicityi the small t ime variations of the properties 

of the basic motion are completely neglectedo Moreover, the following sys-

tEm for the basic motion is also obtained by means of the same operation: 

LL 



~ 

v ==- (j r!P-f)· (-!-)- [(fo vP"),- fvP]. (f), 

~ ~ - ~ H. VP::. - Pdt·v- V- [ (P*dt'v-V), _Pc~,·, V)+ .fR·~ 

V.r:t = -fdi~V- [(~:"r1f,,-V:v/] -[(r*ctWY..J-t..uvV] 

We now remark that any two ttmctions A*, Bit with permanEilt basic fields 

A and B ful.fU the relationg 

since the time averages 0 and + of the perlurbations a and -t. va-"' ,., 
nish. As a consequence of the order of magnitude of the perturbation& of 

the different quantities appearing in the preceding equations, i s quite 

useless~ in the meteorological problan, to keep the terms in brackets [ ] 

and3 for the same reason, the terms ~dw(il+iJ) and ~ div V can also be 

neglectedo We then have simply& 

{163) 

for the basic motion and 

V= -f V~·(-$)-f; [V-J·(f)] J 

{164) 
a __. -+ -+_. .f{;: = -H. vp. _ 1' elw v- .,. fj. n. 7 ~ 

'2> .__. ~ ~ -f/j = -V. Vjj.- ?f. Vf- V'. Vf}t-f 11 4W ~ 

for the perturb :ti ns 
3 

the first equation {163) being taken into &CCO\Dlt in 

-+ 
th equa ti n for 1./ • 
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24e The ldnenatical bounda!"J condition - We nOW" ttempt to show that 

this condition can be expressed by an important relation on the pressure 

field on the bo1m.dary surfaceo On a rigid boundary the kinematical condi-

~V. 4t -> ~ 
tion (28) is also expressed by: • 'h ~ 0 and v-. n == 0 since the basic 

J 

motion obviously .fulfil.ls the "S8llle conditiono In the general problem of 

synoptic meteorology, the boundary surface is the geoid surface (j o De

noting by l the altitude and by the subscript l the vertical components 

of the different vectors, the kinematical condition on the geoid surface is 

expressed by (~)er= 0 and ( lf)cr:::: 0 o From the first equation (164) we 

then deduce the following expression of the condition (~) = 0 : 
(T' 

(165) [( ~) .. -1- ~ 1 J (;(,3t +(~ /t). x ... = 0 . 

Nal, the equation of motion (2..7a) gives on the surface o- of the geoidg 

(165a) 

lrl.th a horizontal 1 axis pointing northwards. Let us write: 

(1656) r=(F;~LA\ -2J2 (1(+£~). 
/}t )q- J ~ /o-

The relation (~65 a) then gives: 

(¥z) +:J~ 
q-

and the relation (165) becomes: 

(1.651>) jJ. = - f. (~N.(-X ' . 
x331.:r 

Thi.s is the required form of the kinenatic boundary condi.tion. 

We now consider the surface layer 'Which is in contact with the boun~ 

dary sur.t ce q- o If there is not a perfect adherence of the air with o- ' 

we introduce a slight. moclification of the surface layer in order to obtain 

he adhe ce and remark that this peration can be confined to an arbitrart 

thin layer in contact with er • 
-+ 

let U'* be the complementary veiDcit1 



which OO~$Pands to thiS< ~tlo.tiJBl and 'which fulfills the boundacy con

dition (\!-,r == ~""'+ f!.*:o ·• the subacr.i,pt tL always den ting the values of 
-+ 

any quantity in the ease of perf'-ect adherenceo The vector y-. can evidently 

be submitted to the condj.tien ,UV' fl~t.: - f!."'v£" j'*· Consequently, th 

equation of continUity with adhe~ccu 

(165c) 

~n reduces to the equa.ti-.m .o£ continuity without adherence: 

.ft* =: .., d cv (rV*J J 

· th~ sh:owiltg. that the il1tl;11dtt~ 'tit the adherence ~ be perf'ormed without 

any perturba~ O.f ·the denst\.y• Ht!Dfe• we just need to subirl.t the tanpera

ture {'!;*},_'Of the ·J:&I"t.i~e s ~d,her:fng to er to the oondition (1;. ..,)er = T; in 

ortler to ha:ve an unchanged p1"85sure .field an q-. We then see that the 

real pressure perlurl.Je.t,ion on rr fbl.fil.ls the seccnd equation (164) e 

when we replace ;in this equation (d,·v tt}41' by the function ( div-l[ ~ which 

oorrespond.~ to the adherenoe as introdmed according to the method just ex

plained.. AppJ.ying now the third equation (164) to the surf ce a- in the 
~ _. 

case of adherence ( ":: ~::: 0 ) we simply obtain: 

Oompa.r.ing this result with (165b) we get.: 

(166) 

--+ .. 

let / and ~ denote the unit vectors of horizontal orthogonal. axe 
~ ., -+ 

point of (j" and define a horlzc:ctal vector A by the relat.ion 

t 



ming the detenninant_ ]) , as introduced in § 22» it is easily seen that: 

A .... - -"l. ('X.t.?)tt - 0 ----,;--.) 
(~3)4 

A - ..± (X2.1)q == ~ Cbi-1-f 
~ - I? (XB )4 ~ J 

the horizontal '}j axis pointing northwardso We then ~ lave 
~ ~ 

(167l A-== f (~f)~ , 
l. denot.ing the horizontal. unit vector pointing northwards o The vector 

'Jtl ~ A thus introduced is the same as the ./L vector detined by the relation 

(115') of Chapter II and will play a very important. part in tne subsequent 

considerations o 

Denoting nOW' by 

(168) 

t, the quantity~ 

.J'~ /Z f~ 
p 

.z J; 
--) 

-R r 
the relation (166) becomes: 

(169) ··· (dar iJ) :: _:!_/ .:i.).A. v_ (~) 
fr 1:. ( ~, l ' ~t ) 

a new form of the ldnematical boundary condition, which will be applied in 

the next paragn.pho 

25o The equation of pressure variations at sea-level - Before intro-
' 

ducing the condition (1.69) in the second equation (164) we prove that the 

d.vecti n vector defined by (161) is a. horizontal vector on the horizontal 

boundary surface q- , ioeo g J{_ =®a-o For this purpose
9 

we consider the 

components of the equation ( 15a n er (and even at any 

point, since the Cor.i.olis terms depending on the vertical velocity "'V:* are 
~ 

everywhere negligible) & 

l
/ V* 4~ .J-V*~_ 2J2 V .. _ d lP"'" ~~ 

(170) .z -ax ~ ~11 ~ :F - - .f* ox - ?Jt- " 

V_ it b~ + 1l.Jt o~ + .212 V"'- -L 4~ ~V-
:x. 'd:x Jt ?jt- i! ~ - - p )1- - ~ . 
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let Dl denote the determinant of the coefficients of V* in these equations g 

(170a) .It= 
o~+2J2 ~~ 
")x l lJ:f 

and ctl. the cof'actors of ]). o We then derive from ({7o) the horizo tal 
'I ~ l /1 

velocity- V{'" g 

__,. 
Detining now a horizontal advection vector ~ b;y the relation 

__, (-(jz 
H =- -)· r:z e 

d ]) ' ,I 
~ 

(171) 

-and :introducing H ~ instead of (161 ), in equation ( 16o) of vis.:"'vi"fa.., 
:J 

g t » when (157) is taken into account g 

~ * ~ * P* .,. .:::e.* *[H_. -,v v.( ~E oE.] 
(172) oP --7-l..VP- a~u V -f -J•-- l --- ) 

~ - ~ ~ df ~i 4t 

instead of equation (162b)o Canp.ring equations (172) and (162b) n (T 

( ~Jf = 0 ) ve obtain the relation: 

[ R" -(il) .. ]. (~ r+t"~) = t*i{.J · 
....... ..... 

Sines H and ){ ~ according to their definitions, aN illdap en1; of U., 
-:1 ~ -

this relation shows that 1r = (llJ , i.e.: on the horizontal bounda17 sur-
"'1-r :1'(1' 

face <T the advection vector detined. b;y (161) is a horizontal vector e 

to the advection vector detined b;y (171) • On the surra <r he qu.a ion 

of t pressure perturbat:l.on (i.e. the second equation (164)) then a 

~h """'> ~ -~ :: -Jl(T • ~fir - J;. l(:{,.-v-tf}41" . 

The kin :tie bollJ'dar7 condition (169) n gives to tlrlJS 

0 
0 

(173) 

tion its final 



This is the equation of pressure variations at sea level which can be deduced 

from the Theory of Perturbations. Let us compare it to the forma.l equation 

of evolution dedueed in Chapter II by the weighted advection method. Accor

ding to (76) and (77), the formal equation of evolution of the pressure field 

(equation (79) of Chapter II) can be written as ~ llows: 

(174) 

In the very important ~rticular case in which J 1 
is a constant (in other 

words, when r 'r. is a constant), we put -le=~~ ; the equation (174), a-1· tr 

when compared with (173), then gives: 

(175) 
(a-f) 

= .X.va 

since we now -work in the formal equation of evolution with the same advection 

v ctor as in the equation of pressure variations (173)o Reztarking that the 

lett side of the preceding relation does not depend on time
9 

whereas its 

right. side is in general a function of time, it is evidEI'lt that a 6 :: ~ and 

\la..:::: 0 everytfhere when ~~~st:, since a cannot be everywhere a regulAr 

ftmcti n of longitude only without being a constanto 

I': Cnut. we ha : a. = constant, -1- = constant and 

Consequently, when 

• This 

sult shows that in the ·very important particular case of ~~ em.st. the totmal 

equation of evolution of the pressure field (174) derived fran the weighted 

d ion method is identical to the equation of pressure variations deduced 

by o Y of Pert.url».ti nse This important conclusion mabl.es us to find 

ct.ion ecto that must be pplied t s a level in the fomal equation 

of volutio_ • This ctor is given by (171) with the condition of adherence• 
' 

The ( n n ) rectangular componen: s of .J{ are given by: 
"$ 



~; .!_ c~ _ 2.fl4U,'I'M _ j_ ~~ !§_ 
~ ), ,. ... J 7J1' ~ ~ ';)z ' 

Jl = .:!... ( ') ~ r 2 afl1i"f) ~E _ ..:!.. ~ :!E 
J Zi )~ /?Jz ~ ~ ~ · 

When ther e ia adherence, the determinant Jt , detined b7 (170b), reduces 
to '-f . .o/· ...Ji n 2 'P and £ , according to its detinition (13), reduces toRT 
on the hDrizsntal surfaee er • Consequent~ 

(176) 
~ -. 
R= R lx.vr 
~ 212. :li"f' h 

at sea ~velo 'fhi.B is an _&dvection vector of the tom (4S) ld.th f/:- RT . 
The adveetion vector (176) plays a fundamental part in the behaviour of t he 
se&, l evel pertm:bationsj) as was proTed b7 the author's ~cal inTestiga
ticns [ ll9 15] • These innstigations show, bqond an7 doubt, that there 
is for instance a very high correlation between the · paths of the c tral / 

parts of t he perturbation& and the advection nctor (176). It is tten al.
most ~ssible t o distinguish a mean path of the perturb&tions troa a 
:is them [mean s.t ream.Iine of the advection vector (176D, eftD vben the 
basic t ime interval for the det.eminat ion ot the tiM anrages 1e rel.at1Te17 
sh rt. (of' the order .of :oagnitude of sa. dqs). 

The equati9n (17.3) of pressure variations at sea leftl CID be vritt 
it llows 

t hat t he order t magni; de of its left aide ia tbe order of • 
of he infinites imal deepening (or i1JJ1ng) fmcU.on ot the pr• 

ld, ioe. w=tS cbar/ sec. Sine t orde of •gn:itude of the fuction 
i~p ( ~) (~f) (at middle lati udea) s 10-lD cbar/iutre.sec. , it to1-

t1JAt he order of •gnit ude ot 1,/ k1 mwst be 10
5 

•trea. Tbia val 
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is also the mean value of tz / J. 1 
, i.e. the value that must be given to 

'lj I , for we always write t-::: k 1 
when *' = constant.. Consequently, 

J. = 10-5 2' = 63, 7. From the definition of -k' we then derive the mean 

value of I;_ : -- (; - ,, -s- -
{ = R 7;,_)--;e = fO ( R t )--=' 0· 82 (m:~/-nc). 

Moreover, from the defini.tion (f65{;J, we derive 

r=[(F) -~-(£'~] 
4- ~ 4 ft. r~A a- _ 

The order of mgnitude of J; is obviously the order of magnitude of KflC ( r .= [<!; )Q ]<T ) ' which is the mean value, on the surface o- ' of 

the vertical.. component, per unity mass.P of the frictional force when there 

is adherence on er o The order of magpitude 10° of [(~ l]<T' is much too 

important for this force tQ. be ascribed to the normal internal friction of 

the fluid. The function [(~Ja]cr must then represent the vertical compo

nent of a ccnplanentary frictional. n force due to the adherence of the fiuid 

with its boumary walls o The force of adherence necessarily also las a "'r
tical component, for it is obvi usly indispensable to perform woric in order 

to overcome the adherence when trying to separate a particle from the boun

dary surface to which it adheres. 

26. Height yariation of the advection vector of the theorx of pertur
l::a • ns - It is interesting to analyse the vari.& .... :::on wit h altitude of this 

vector, which is given by (171) and reduces to (176) at sea level. Let C 
denote the horizontal antisymmet ric Coriol:"....; tensoro Its components in rec

tangular cartesian coordinates are gi"Ven by 

let. &l.so (/1 be the secom order t.ensor: 

- 7~-



~ 

CiJ the absolute vortici ty: 

~ - -+ eo = 2 ,.a + CM.4./ V 
J 

--+ __.. 
~ the vertical component of curl V and ~ the geostrophic wind : 

~ ~ "= RT ~X TV.£o:/-p· 
rr 2Jl111n jJ Z 

Apply-lng the equation of motion in the Weber fom (14), the e:xpreasion (171) 

of the adveetion veetor then takes the form: 

Some ___ import&nt mri.iculAr cases - a) Sea 1evalo The conditio of d-
~ 

hersncs (V: 0) on this sur.f'ace re.duces the pr ceding ~ession of the d-

wction vector to the fol"!!lula (176), since 
-+ ~ -+ 

2.Qdhfy~X~ = F ___,. 

when V:o on a horizontal surface and .D~ = Lf.Jl'l.-:1/n~y in the s e con-

ditions. 

b) Geoatrophic motion in the .tree atmosphere. The trictio force 

now negligible and the geostrophic approximation enable to write: 

The fomula (177) then reduces to 

il = 1 (X ( R ~p· + >i?- ~ -) 1 
2..fl &,'n!' 

(178) 

d we remark th :t the term depending o ~ 13 egl.igibl.e in g ral. 

c) Geo tric barotrom. In the tre atmosphere (t ) 

th isotherms on a geopotential surface can o.tt.en be canside d _. a c rla.in 



region as parallel to the isobe.rso Equivalently, the isothe:nns can •ften be 

considered as parallel to the contour lines on an isobaric sur.faeeo We t hen 

say that there is a geometric ba.rotropy on such a geopotential surface or 

isobaric sur.faceo The geanetric barotropy on a level surface is charac-

terised by the relatiom 

V- 7' = I tl'l'l v. P, ( l"'d p :t i 

the temperature being a function of pressure only on this surfaceo Conse-

quentl.y: 

and (177) becomes:: 
~ . ' ~ 

H = -2.fl4,;.,t(~ )·{ \x[ (f-{1JJ + 
(1.79) 

d) GeometLric bar.otropy !lld postrophi(l .mat.i.ono Formula (1.79) now takes 

the form 

H - [ P ( e~r) + · :s ] v ~ q. 
- "";j dP '1. 2,Q dln:f ~ - 2J2 ~/ruf 

!part from. the snall term depending on the vertical. canponent '\( of the ba-

~ 

sic motion~ the stream.l.in.es of the adveetion vector 1{ of 1;he perturba.tions 

nOW' coinc:.S;de with tbs streamlines of t he wind in the basic motionG It is 

well. known that t here is in tbs mid<Ue troposphere of the temperate and po-

r regions an important layer where ( P /T \ ( d 7'/ d p) = ~ and the yertical 
. I k ~ ~ 

vortioi y is negligible agaillst 2Jl41'n'f o In such a layer H~ ~ in 

he particular c se now considered. This is an important result which ex-

plains fundamental. properties of the motion of the perttU"bations in the free 

atmospbsr [ 11] o 



. I '. 

e) Zonal motiono We now have 

and 
if-V=-~ V )~ J 2J2 ~ ..1 

/e t4-1!f . 

:> = { (v~ r- ~;) . 
As the zonal motion is necessarily accompanied by a state of geometric ba.ro-

tropy, the formula (179) now gives, by taking into account the two preceding 
relations: 

ff- ( .f ~G.!.(!!!'.' _ :1. )/2-fl.s,·.,y + Y ') )?,' + W ]~. 2.1l4t''ttt':f- _5... ;t V) l \ 1' dPi /(.. ~ / i. z ~j' 
Many Empirical properties of the perturbations can be aplained by these re~ 

sults on the adveetion vector. In pi.rt.icular, they eJq>lain wb;y the pertur
bations of the free tl'Qposphere are generally steered by the mean wind, 

whereas the sea level pert.urbations DIOV'e under the control of the tempera

ture field of the basic motion, which in practice coincides with the mean 

tEmperature field for a time interval of some days. This difference is 

merely a consequence of the height variation of the same advection vector 

functiol!. (17l.)o The theoretical and empirical details on these qu stion 

were given elsewhere (see reference [ ll J ) • 

27. The egua tion of pressure variations in the free atmospbe a - When 

the small time variations of the basic motion are disregarded, the equation 

(172) reduces to: ' 

4P*::: _if. VP~- P"'k V*+f41 ~1t-~ • 4t 1 Q~ 

From (14) and the condition of quasi- static equilibrium. along the Tert.icale 

( ~ P*jJJ =-9 f/*) we deriTe (when ~T} /l>t- = 0 ) s 

~ == z.; _ ( ~ v; _ w~ ~) + ( J + R ff) . 
0~ 

The vertical componEnt o! the frictional force is quite negligible in this 
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equation and the "6oriolis terms 11 can also be neglected. Consequently~ 

and the equation (172) takes the lonn: 

, ~r=-Jt.v p .. _ P"dw V*+ 1 *v/ (:~+ R ;;) . 

We now remark that the analysis of § § 24, 25, which leads to the relation 

(169) at sea level ( a; ) , can also be applied on any other · geopotential 
~ 

surface ( (j ) • The complementary vector field - U* of equation (16 5c) 

~ -can now be determined in order to fulfil the same relation div U ~ -U.~VL,f~ - -and the boundary condition V+- U~ o on a- and o- o Consequently, the 
0 

~ 

introduction of U* will not change the density field and the pressure ld1l 

also remain unchanged on <r , provided the temperature is kept unchanged on 

this surface ( (~ Jt}a- -: J;j . The analysis of § 24 can then be applied 

mutatis mutandis on any closed geopotential surface a- and evidently leads 

to the same relation (166) 1 where the function r nCM is also in general a 
4 

function of geopotential.. Hence, the relation (169) can also be applied on 

any geopotential surface provided the function ~ 1 
is now considered as de

pending on geopotential and the constant /t is replaced by a function of gee

potential only. We then see that the equation of the pressure perturbation 

on any geopotential surface has the same form (173) as at sea level. The 
~ 

advection vector R in this equation is obvious .. y the vector defined b1 -(17j) with the· condition V=O on the geopotential surface er to which the 

equation (173) is applied. This d~ ction vecri:-or is then given by (176) at 

any level and not only at sea level. 

It 1s important to remark that the vector (176), which at sea level is 
-+ 

in gene~ ry different from the geostrophic wind ( V ) of the basic mo-
~ -,. 

tion, nearly coincides with ~ in the midd1e troposphere where there is 

o1"ten a ge tric be.rotropy with the property (Pj'l')(dT /dP)R::::~. This be-



., I . 

~ 

haviour of R is explained by (176) since it gives 

(ISO) 

in the case of geometric barot:ropy. 

2.8. Solution of the egu&tion of presaure variations of the theory of 

perturbations - This equation (173) .can be writtEn as folio : 

where {11 j~ is the operator: 

{/1 ') -:t== 

Its inverse L9 given byg 
tt' 

11.' =- ..!....fdr:' tl' ,;) ) 
(181) 

0 
where 

41 '-= ~1' · (-/~'':Jr"r) · 
Wban ~~ reduces to a constant ; on a given geopotential surra e , the 

functi on M
1 

becomes identical to the f'mction (ll3) of Chapter II and th 

operat ors !1.' and (11. 1 
)-

1 to the operators /1 and 11.-' d fined in J l3. 

By means of (181) the equation (173) can be written as follows 

.lLJ =- rt'(il.vft). 
Its solution in the general non-e.nalytical case h bvio ly the 0 

as the general solution (102) of equation (66) , i.e. : 

(182) 

With the definition ( 93) of '}f and :/o , the bra ets f } here denoting, 

as al in Chapter II» the result of the advec ion by" the vector J1 ot 

the function they embraceo The non-enalyticity f ctor J1' is erldently 

gi. en by tte same formula (103) as the f'mction f in solution (102) . How-

ever.!) as a consequence of the fom {181.) of the pe :tor 11.' must writ 



a!J.:d in formul.a (103) and replace .M by /1 1
, as well as the function 

"'? by the function: 

17
1= l {-u'~o)-"' ~-A'~ :=-~ ~. ( tJJJ_' ~I (fD ~N -1!' DYJ 

The solution (182) could be applied in numerical forecasting if the function 

~ '( Y',).
1 
l) was a kno'Wl'l 1\mctiono Since this is not the general case, and 

since we are not allowed to replace I? 1 
by the constant ~ in the expressions 

of M' and ~' , even when ~' is on1y slowly variable on a given geopoten-

tial surface, the solution (182) only }Ja.s theoretical importance. However, 

it was fundamental to deduce the equation (173) for it Enable~ to determine 

the advection vector H and tle n'tllmrical. constant 4 to be applied in the 

equation of evolution derived by the weighted advection method.. The solution 

of this equation of evolution then becomes the msis of a method of numerical 

forecasting, as will be seen in the next Chaptero 

29o Some. differential propert.ies of the pressure fiel,d - Instead of ap

plying (173) in numerical forecasting it is .important to derive from it some 

differential. properties or the behaviour of the pressure field. 

a) Motion of the centres and cols of p {Y'J -A., f)- Let us begin with an 
. . ~ 

identity relating the vel.ocit:r W of a centre or a col of a function jt 
~ c 

with the advection vector H and the corresponding in.finitesiinal development 

function ..g o Writi:ilg that ~ fl = 0 on a centre or a col of jt we get the 

condition: 

(1S3) 

The dlscr:iminant of this vector equation is given by: 

(1S3b) $::: 2--r~: -(v. c~" ~")x~(V.ftJ)] = ~~-tr:;3)' 
wher e 3" i s the metric tensor of the surface o- where r is defined, { 

the unit v ctor nomal.. to er and x, CJ two geodesic orthogonal axes on tT 

... 



issued from the centre or the col as origin. The relation ( 1!3) then 
gives: 

(1R3 c) 

The formula is the same for a cmtre and for a colJ however, ~ ~ 0 for 

a centre and :i!J <. 0 for a colo From the definition (32) of the develop-
ment f\mction we lB.ve: ~ 

(184) [ ~ (ft'-)]; ~ g- H.'"{('"{/'), 
s:ince (~ ft) :::0 o The relation (183c) then gives finally: 

c -+ -+ -
(185) ~ o:: r{ - ;_ ~ .[ v.JI .. x ~ft) x ~ e J. 
Before analysing some consequences of this fomul.a, let us remark that i -shows the identity of the velocity of the motion of a centre or a col ( W ) ~ c 
with the advection vector }l for my field with no deepening (or tilling), 

or at least with a deepening or N 1 ling which is at any maDent a DBXi.mum 

~ a minixmm re~~ )c ::0] in coincidence with the ccmtre or the col. 

In the vicinity of a centre the iso~ p lines can be considered as small 

ellipses of eccmtricity E . Denoting by 13 the quantity (11/z/af2J-:l, 
the $', "/ axes being here directed respectively along the minor and the major 

axes of the ellipses, it is ver:r easy to show that fomul.a (1.85) becomes 

(186) W = il -B[v ~- f c-
2

- \ ~ l J . c c 1 ~~-E2) ?J7 '7 

For a circular perturbation ( E= 0 ) we then get simply: 

~ -to (, ) 
(18'7) ~ = X: - ~ '~ ~ c 

b) Relation between the developnt field and the &dvectj.on vector -

The equation of the pressure variations can be written 
-+ __,., (d 

(188) ~ +H· Vf =A. V )1-), 
~ -+ 

A= f,~P){. 
with 

(189) 



The relation (183), when associated with (:1g8)
1 
then leads to 

(19ol (~l == ~ + [ii. v(-;~)1 , 
0 jbN denoting partial derivation along the ~ridians towards north. 

For a circular perturbation 

( 02/l ' [H.v{-~)] =~rr~),) 
c -+ c 

where H
11 

is the meridian componEilt of H . The relation (190) then be-

comes 

(.o~) -" (H) ( ~2/r_, 
-aJi c =- A' -1- N C lJs~{ I 

am (186 ) gives for a circular perturbation: 

(191) (V'{tr =-B :ffi . 
e) General relation between the deepening or NJlipg of a. centre or a 

col and the velocity of its motion ~ From the relations (183) and (1B4) or 

directly from t he identity (1B5) we derive 

c~ eJ. == -rc~-H.,). ~(~t)I· 
Co sequently~ 

(~)<O == -[(W.-Hc)• ~{*)1· 
Comparing n this result to the relation (190) which can be applied to any 

r gular field fr {~A 1 t) , the required relation is finally obtained: 

(192) ~ ==- [~. ~ (~)] . 
c 

The advection ve ~tor appears no more in this relation between the infinitesi-

mal deepening (or fill.ing) f centre or a col and its velocity. This pro

perty C8Jl of course be considered a an a priori property of the developnent 

f'unction of a entre r col, ince t; = (!; r jot )c for a centre or a col is 

evidently invariant towards any change of the advection vector. 

let n ~':/ denote two local orthogonal. eartesian axes issued from a 



-+ centre or a cola X being tangent to W at a given memento Let &l.s e 
~} and ~1 denote the north and east component of W and finally ~ e c ~~~}! and oj~e the derivation symbols towards north and east respectiw-

l.y". Since (~jt Jc::: 0 the relation (192) has the two equivalent formsg 

(192&) -6; - (lil) (ft \ (1H-' ( ~it \ A' - - c: N OH2~ - c4 oe~N)c ) 
and 

(192b) ~:: -(-vi) ( ()b 0\ ~ (W"' ( ~~ ) ./l' re N ~~2 lc ~{» OXl>JI C 

Remarking ttat the quantities (ZPi'tj~R~ and {?J'jtj~J:z)c are essentiall.y' 
positive for a centre.11 these relations show that the deepening. (or tilling) 
of a centre is fundamentally a function of its displacement and of be 
s~try of the ise=p lines in its vicinity as represen ed by the cross de-
rivatives {~{tjoel~ and ("Jz..ft/(Jx?), · 

When the perturbation p{ f,l1 t) fulfi.lls the condi i @;'t/c3r?J::O 
on a centre [with X, ')I defined as in formula (192b[J, the iso- p llnes in 
the vicinity of the centre present an axis of s;yn~~~et17 n rmal r tangent to 
the velocity of the centreo For thes perturbations the identity (185), 
when (183b) is taken into account a reduces to 

and (192b) gi.vesg 

(193) (W) --(~'-f~ c 'N' - oX2 {. A' ' 
a generalisation of the relation for rcular perturba onao This fol'lllUl& 
shows that the centres of all perturb& ions :f'Ul.fl.lllng he conditi A 

(WJ!m lu'ltj~x,-J::Odeepen when they more with a northward componen and fillY'tneir ( 



motion has a southward component [.g < 0 for fr..t~) >0 and e > 0 for CW,) <. o, 
c '~# c c$ 

in the northern hemisphere~Jo 
Many other differential properties of the field of pressure can be de-

rived from the analysis of the consequences of the relations given in the 

present paragrapho A complete elucidation of the relations between the de· 

velopnent of a pressure field and the motion of its perturba.tions can be~ 

ehieved by this analysi s, the details of whic h will not be given here, since 

they can be found :l,n some previous papers (see reference [ 12 J )' o Moreover, 

the same formuJ.ae[ together with two very simple identities relating the 

function of total pressure variation to the elements of an rrequivalent. sinus 

.tanction" giving the same total variat ion as ft ( 'fJ ).
1 
t J J form the basis of 

a new method for the determinat i on of the ~an behaviour of the pressure per

turb~tions of any region9 thus leading to a new concept of ctynam:ical clima

tology (which was developed by the author in the references [13914,15] ) and 

to a dynamical cl ssification of climates [16]. 



CHAPrER IV 

NUMERICAL FORECASTING BY THE WEIGHI'ED ADVECTION Mm'HOD 

30. The forecasting operations - For all regular functions ( jt) well 

defined on a regular closed surface (such as a geopotenti&l surface) the 

weighted advection method leads to the same fomal equation of evolution (66) , 

bt.tt '\-;he oper-d.tors .)(, and ..Jb-~ are not necessarily the same for all the 

±'unctions jt . The complete determination of these operators can be a-

chieved by means of the Theory of Perturba.tions when jt is the pressUl"e per-

turbation jt{'f1 1
1 t) on any geopotential surface . The formal equation , i 

(66) then becomes: 

(194) 

with 

M. - - ;!_.N. (..1. 11!) ) ()t - a t {)I) 

0 

• .) 

The general non-analytical solution of this equation is given by t he f ormula : 

(195) 1 (f., l., t) ==:M r f { f .11C"( a:t.)}] , 
. 

where 'J = -1.02 t,,D {Jt +CJ and j (the non-e.nalyticity factor ) is given by e-

quation (103). As shown in § 13, fo:mmla (195) can be written as, follows : 

7l'/z-fo tld.J 
(196) J'('f., l..,t;,.,-fjc;ry.,«JJfal~J[1 -{~~i;Jr, 

0 

t he :flmction F; bei ng defined by: 

with 

(197) 

-85-

.. 



The weight function Q~, ~) is de:f':lned by (114) and also by 

G(c~, JOo) == -k l:j/yo +d) ( tArl d. - t:f 1o At'~ cl..} k} 

since Y' e fo +cl.. o 

The formula (196) is equivalent to (117)o We now remark that as a 

consequence of the very rapid decrease of the weight function with o(. (at 

least for / tpo/ > 10g )~ the tunction 1ja can be written, without any ap-

f lljz-Jt& 
preeiable error~ after the symbols 

0 

in formula (196). Moreover~ 

it is always possible to choose in ~;::; .lo21Jt
0 
{jr+cJ the constant C in 

order to have a function "/ negligible against '!/• o Defining by -(198) j5 :::= a p 
a new ttnon~yticity faetornD the formula (196) then givesg 

TlJ:z..-1£ 

<1w> ~M,~·J)=JCitr.,-<JffPF.J[1-M~;;JJ d.t · 
0 

Since in all. the preceding f ormulae the functions a and t only appear by 

their product~ it is obviously possible to suppose that a is great enough 

to fulfil the condition .M. -4
( aJ=.a o The function { 1_ -o/ ~;} can 

then be considered$ for all practical p'Ul'poses 11 as negligible against unity 

and the final forecasting formula will therefore be : 

17/2-Jf'o 

1-( '~·~ ~./:-J = fr;r '~·~«-J ;!_ {/":~ J <id . 
0 , 

(200 

The new n n-analyticity factor I' can be obt · . . ed» as Jr, by introducing 

(for ~=0 ) the solut ·on (200) in the equation (194)o We thus obtain for 

the determination of p the equa. ion: 

<2o1) LOJ-t =-_!_Id_ -L) ~ _ _!__ "!!;. _ !t-[ .f 11/.L'!h)l 
(}e ~ t · aT ~0 { "JIJ I{ -,; (a~~.~ 

According to (200) there are six. main forecasting operations:: 
0 

1 he determina ion of tPe data ~ctions, comprising: 



a) the deter.mination of the temperature field of the basic motion whose 

isotherms, on any geopotential surface, are the streamlines of the advection 
~ 

vector H given by fonnuJa (176); 

b) the detennination of the initial pressure perturbation and of the 

corresponding function dto = 1 o'4 ~0 (/lo + ~t) ; 
2° the dete:nn:i.nation of the advection time between any two points of 

-+ 
any streamline of H ; 

3° the determination of the function ~ defined by (197) and of the 

corresponding fUnction F; = ~0 + '7 ; 
4 ° the determina. tion of the non-e.nalyt:ici ty factor p ; 
5° the adve.:;ion of the .f'unction p f; along the streamlines of the ad

vection vector H and the multiplication of { f Fi} by f -t ; 

6° the weighted meridian integration of p-' { f Fo} with the weight 

function 4(o(1 .Y'o) " 
These operations can be grouped as follows: 

1° the operations that are necessary for the determination of the data 

functions; 

2° the operations aiming at the determination of the function { f1 Fo } ; 
3° the operations of the weighted meridian integration. 

The second and third groups are the proper forecasting operations. 

The diagram below sho"111s the succession of operations. The symbols in

side circles denote the operators (whose definition is also given in the 

diagram) o The simple arrows denote the operations giving th data functions; 

the doubl e arrows a re the proper forecasting operations and fina1.1y the sym

bols insi de double frames denot either data functions r fUnctions give 

once and fozo al.lo In the diagram the chain of operations is ended w1 th an 

antilogarithmic operation girlng jt from 'J · 



'? 

l 
7;, 

pM. 

l H= 'R ],..:,T · (}= 2J2. ~./IT_/rlx' . 
2.11.Ai/11'f' L ' Rvt=2-(!1T)jc~ 

A 

75( f)!!!! { f} = tr~ e-t) ; ~ = -to 
~ q ( ol.J 4fo) == ~ '1. ('fo +c9( Ud d. ;_ ~ !fo ~f/nd..) j o( a J'- fo · 

If 1i(T) ll 
lf/.2-~ 

.N. ( ') """! q (o(, •p.) 1- dol. ; i'C~""'- f (~JP) 7J~ . 

'ifs · (~)= 4-Xft·[-r(ltr,j'n_) ~ L _i_ A,c 7] 
:/o+ 1co 7 gto)f 

1- = jt .,_ C j Jo:::: Lo:L/c.J,oP 
r-----------------------------------, 1 n/2.-fo I 

f p r;} ===~· C?€>t,Yi>)fpF.j: > ;~ (ot,f.){pF.}dol.. : fr. > p (t) l 
! ®f @0 ® ~e i 
i ll qc"'·~> ll I( c 11 ; 
·- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .J 

' 

Fig.l. - The cha:in o.r .rorecast.i.ng operat.:Lona ::ln t.he we:Lght.ed ad"ftct.:Lon method 



~ 

3lo Determination of the ad.vection vector H- The e:rl.stence of he 

perturbations prevents the temperature field T of the basic motion to be 

determined directly by the observationso It must then be gained indirectly 

by means of time averages and applying the following property of the pertur

bations g the time average of the perturbation is negligible when he time 

basis ( ~ ) is gr~at enough. For a time 1:8sis T from ~- -z; un U ~ + "t; 

we haveg 

~~,:=-/- [T''(~+t;_)- T*(t;-~JJ 
0 

In order to have a ~r',..~jot negligible against 8'l"jot it is suffi-

cient9 in synoptic meteorology9 that 1: > 10 days. Th pp:ro.xilla e equali

ty T ~ T ~ can then be writ ten thanks to he quasi- steady chara e f , 
the basic motion. 

the real temperature field of the basic motion will be bt&ined by the d -

termination of the time average f-It corresponding to a tw.s 
br 

comprising or framing symmetrlcal;l.y the forecas peri o Thanks t 

variations of the basic motion, this time average comprising symme ric y 

the forecast period can be obtained by a simple extrapolati n of e .f'lm -

tions 1'*( 1:) before the initial m.oment and for the same eonstan f: o he 

"' 
order of 10 days. However, quite good results are obtained by disregarding 

completely the slow variati ns of the ba ic moti n and vri g nsequ tlJ' 

~ "' * Q where the time average ( J:! ) is de e j t be f, e t 
~ J~ , * 

initial moment ( '(" from t;, -1:' to t;, ) • The a: rage of 

course be reduced, if nece sa:ry9 to Se le • ( r to a level 

geopotential) by means of a cla sic line extrapolati and then P 

a map for a regular net rk o hen 

drawn for sufficiently small .Ll T o They are th s .. ~9< ...... ~"' 
-+ 

veetion vector H ,more prec sely he s"~-..,..._ ........ 

to the re advection vector given ( 76). 



32. Determination of the initial pressure perturba tioq - The real pres

sure perturbation fulfilling. equation (194)[ with lL=(~f)~and t he adveotion 

vector (176)]is evidently the quant ity fr.= P*-P , where P denotes the 

pressure field of the basic mot i on. This function, as explained above, can

not be determined directly from the observations and we must work with the 

appro:x:tmation jt'-P*-P..*, where ~* denotes the ti.n:2 average of P* 
»? - If 

f or the same time .. .basis. applie.d. in the .de..t .ermination of ~ • The reasons 
f 

for writing jr.:::: jt 1 are the same as· t hose which allow to write 

(cf. the preceding § ) . 

For t he dete:rmina.tion of /Zo we then compute first ..e ~ in a regular 

net work of points and then write h0 ::::: .h 
1

- .P *- f' A- • To these values of I- l"o o , 
;."\ /to a const ant C is added in order t o get a positive /io =: /lo+ C every= 

where and at any moment. The quantity~ =:10 2-t;;,D/. (the unity of pres

sure being for instance the centibar) is then determined, and tm values 

of ~ , art.er their interpolation by means of the meridian profiles Jo(f), 
: are finally plotted on a map whe re the iso-~0 are drawn f or a suf -

ficiently small Ll :Jo . In the great majority of cases C:;;. 7 centil:ars 

is quite sufficient. 

33. The pro.iection of the maps of the data functi ons - In order to fa

cilitate some important operations with these functions they must be plotted 

an maps with a cylindrical proj~ction tangent to t he equator and w.i.t h paral

lel circles defined by t he law: 

(202) 

where ll' denotes the distance of a point from the equator measured on t he 

map, E the equatorial s cale of longitude, V a cons tant and 'l the mean 

radius of the geopot,ential surface represent ed by t he map. The most appro

priate value for the constant "1- 'Will be chosen in the next paragraph.. This 

map project ion can be considered as a conformal. projection between latitudes 

- QQ - · 



34o The advection time. - From (1$) and (176) we derive the .tollowing 

e~ression for the advection time (8} between any two points A and .B o.t 
-+ 

a streamline of the advection vector H : 

(203) fl= 
2 :'Z f(::T~""t~rdA, 

A 

¥?JN denoting as before partial der.f.vation along the meridians and 

towards northo If the projection o.t the map where the isothenu o.t the T 
field are drawn is the one defined by the law (202), the preceding expres

sion becomes~ 
B 

(J = QLfl ft.]L )-~.z' 
R v Ea) (~K'l J 

A 

(204) 

dx':::. E.~t 41 denoting a length element of the parallel circles as measured 

on the map (considered as positive when measured towards east). For &11 

practical purposes we write o7' j'JN'~L::S'jAJV'wben L17' (the constant t -

perature difference between consecutive isotherms on the map) is sufficient-

ly smallo Hence: 
B 

(205) 8 = 2J2 t( IJH') d.r' 
Rv E2(L1T} ~ ( / 

AN1 deriotJ.ng the distance of the ccmBecutive isothel'IUS as measured on th 

map along the meridians. We then see that the mat: ~rojection defined by the 

law (202) gives to the expression o.t the advection time its simplest .tom, 

for it becaDes a quantity proportional to t area inside t1110 con.secut.i 

isotherms and the meridians o.t the poin:ts A IDd ..B o.t one o.t these iso 

the:nnso For a g1 ven scale E o.t the map the 1110st appropriate values o.t th 

ccustant V are obviously those which give 8:1 hour .tor an integer value 

o.t the integraJ.j~)tl:t'. For a map with J:=L0-7 
we genera.l.l.y rk 

th A 

(206) ~ E 11 .Z = 90., 1'1- cm. 
2.. 



The corresponding .formula .for the advection time when LJT = 1 Q Cent o is the 

f ollowing 

(207) 

which glves 

B 

~ 4......) == 0. S .fo /I') tl~ '; [ .1K
1 -..z JJC 

1
-"r <..] 

A 
.B I {il.N')d""' = 2£111.

2 
for ft = 1 hour • 

.A 

35o Detenn:ine.tion o.f the tunctipns 1J and F; - From the definition 

(197) of the function ?J we deriveg 

'7 = -f(~y;) tffi 
~f jo is plotted on a map with a projection law defined by (202) we have g 

?'J = _ Ev1, I t.frlZIP} "a~o 
{ ~ l. / ~.N' 

or 

(208) 

Y I' denoting t he distance of a point from the pole as measured on the mapo 

According to ( 202) this distance is glven byg 

Y" = ~ E Y-t. l4ri 2 fC.> 2 I . 

For all practical purposes we write: 

~c¥o - Ll !f.o 
oY" ~Y"" 

J\V -7 al when LlcfD is su.f.ttcientJ.y smallo For a map with E= 10 and the numeric 

value (2a>)J a very con enie t value of the constant L1)'o of tm iso -~o 

line is LJ YD = 2 o Since --k-== 69- we then get .from ( 208) the practical for

mula fo the determination o.f 7 ~ 

1J = 0. 06.2. s Y" 
t L1Y" 

(209) 

ld.th coefficient independent of the scale .f the mapo This fo:rmul& C8l1 



be applied directly on the map of ~0 in the regions where the iao-"' lines 

are sufficiently crowded. For a better dete:nnination of J in some regions 

(for instance in the vicinity o.f' the fronts) the YolJ?) profiles can be ap

pll.edo The iso- "7 lines can be introduced on the )'o map and the values 

of the function '7 (e) along the useful streamlines of the advection vector 
~ 

H are finally plotted for increasing values of the advection time (J 

From ~ the f'unction F;;_ Jo+? is :i.Dmediately derived. 

36. Detemi nation of the noJl=fti)A] vticitv faet,or - Th:iB determination must 

be performed by means of equation (201). We first rsna.rk that the third term 

of the right side of this equation is negligible against the other terms: it 

has an order of magnitude 100 times snal.ler than the term in O)DjiD and at 

least 10 times smaller than the tem in 07 /~8 . Hence, for all practical 

purposes we simply write: 

which can also be written as follows: 

(210) 

In order to integrate this equation, let us denote by the operator .llf the 

frontal discontinuity of the quantity to which it is applied. We then con-
~ 

aider the streamline of J..£ along which the integr..ttion of (210) is perfomed 

and divide the interval of this streiJDJ ine between 0::.0 and B in sub

intervals bounded by the points of the st.reamline where ~/JO changes its 

sign. These points are defined by the &lues ~ ( n = l, 2, • • • fi} with 

(}- 0 and () :::: 0 . The mean values 

o- j 1~ ~dll 
L d ~ ~~~-/1~ le 
'\a~ = jl, {)'-:Jp de 

1..4 ?J() 



are obviously finite quantities, since ab never vanishes, and the integral 

of equation (210) can then be written as follows~ 

P= f3o];_n' [. (- ~~-'«,4t>,.l~ .[-z. L}(L",1f.:)l, 
~ :A,_,) J ~ 

-1.. 

(2.11) 

where Po denotes tm arbitrary initial value of fl (for {l.::: 0 ) and ~ 
the value of ( for IJ:O. Since j3o is arbitrary we always write fio=1.· 
Moreover, no appreciable error is introduced by writing 

In the practical applications of this ~onn.ul.a the quantities can -be considered as equal on: a given streamline of ][ and we put for the sake 

of simplicity: 

(213) ~ = 2 ( :1- <-£->) 
Finally, we remark that according to the magnitudes of Yo and ~; !;, I I; 
can be replaced by JDD/'Jh in the formula (212). S~e the order of :uagni

tude of the variations of :Jo along a streamline of H allow to write s:i.Jn-

.Zc;j ~ - LDJ ~tro == 2 ( :/o-Yl70 ) J 

~ )o +jluo 
the fonnula (21.2) then takes the final practical fon:n.: 

(2.14) f3· = IYXjt. [-~ ( ~ -)Oo_)-L _L L\ 71· 
~ ~~fltJo 7 (Jo ~ I ~ 

The practical determination of the non - anal.yticity factor on any streamline 

of the advection vector can then be performed very simply by means of the :J'o 
map as soon s the coefficient )A- is a known quantity on the streamlines o! 



~ 

}l • In.. the great najorl.ty of cases the term of (Zl4) depcmding on t.he 

frontal. dis continuities 17 of the ftmction 7 is negligible when co~red 

with the tenn in jA- • The detend.nation off can then be performed without 

any reference to fronts. According to tb!t denn!tion (213) and to the meaning 

of t he functions a. and 6- which appear in the expression of the operator 

-Jt of the formal equation of evolution (see § 10), it is qu.ite obvious that 

f is ind,~dent of the initial jz field and can G114 depend on the adnc-
~ ._. 

tion vector R .. From the expression (176) of Jl and taking into accoun 

the resUlts of § 31, it follmrs that the time T&riations of /"- are al.ov 

( compared with the time variations of Jz ) and JIDl8t, accompany the tiE nna-
the · 

tions of/me/m temperature field used in the detem:imtion of the tauperat 

fiel d of the basic motion. Consequently, the determination of/"' can be at

t ained by means of a test forecast operation performed during a suttic:lmtl7 

lar ge time interval preceding the initial moment. In JIIUlY' cues tbe coeffi

cient r has the order of mgnitude lD-1' but it can also reach the order of 

magnitude 10° which corresponds, according to the .&recast fOI'IlUla ( 200), to 

a rapid deepening or .filling of the pert;url-.tion t!eld. When H~'l~ = 10-1 

the formula ( Zl4) show that the in!l.UI!IIlce of the non-ealyticity factor p 
on the pressure varia.tions is neg]ig:fhle during the .first 12 or 24 ho 

after the initial DIOJIIII!mt. In such cues the pressure perturbati on be ve a 

a quasi"""61lalytical .f\Jnation of t.:t.. From si.Diple a priori cons id rations it 

can be said that this quasi-analytical ewlution at a point A is st pro

blbl e when there are no fl'CIIlts in the initial pressure tield on the region 
~ 

covered b7 the penci1 of H streamlines which, according to the ttn-e t for-

mula, is important in the detemination of the tuture qlues of ft at th 

point A . Howe~r, in ov es~ of n1111erical pressure fore st. b7 th 

weighted advection method [ 17 ,18] an7 cues were foua:l of a aioooCl&l.J'tical 

e l ution for periods of more tlan 24 hours , even when there are 1'ro s in 

the initial preasure tleld. In n.ch cues the pressure n.riation d t .,_ 

- ') _ __,-~-~~--



tion of the fronts can be forecasted by starting from a qua.si-e.nalytical syn

optic Po field where the fronts (i.e. the geometrical loci of the points of 

discontinuity of jJua..Jjt ) are replaced by lines of maximum curvature of the 

i.Bo-ft lines. The forecast operations are then reduced to the advection of 
~ 

the function f3 !{ along the streamlines of H and to weighted meridian in-

tegration of { p ~} 

37. Weighted meridian integration - The meridian of an arbitrary point 
~ A{'f0 J J. 0 ) can be considered as the origin of the advection time on the R 

stream]ines crossing it. According to § 36 we then put jJ=~ on this ueri

dian, and the forecasting fonnula (200) becomes: 

(215) 
~ (, o/2-Ya 

~(r.} ). ,1:) = -t) q' («, fi) { fJ F,} dot.} 

with J. :::-'¥and 
0 

(216) 

As a consequence of the very rapid decrease of the weight function 

with o( (at least for /'foJ >fog , see Jater) it is quite useless to inte

grate the function q {a<, Ylo) { ~ Fo} from 'ft to the pole ( Tr/2 ) • It 

suffices to consider a small interval from n to fa + Aol.. (with C!ol of 

tre order of some degrees). In this interval we denote by o( (:/==~···11) the 
j 

values of ol at the intersections of the isotherms of the j map (which are -streamlines of }l , see j 25) with the meridian of integration. The value 

of the function f ~ F; } for any o< in this interval is then determined b7 
the linear interpolations 

{217) o<.-o<· J 

The ~ interpolation iB applied for the detennination of { fl I; J at 

A (fc, ) i.e. for ol:O when no isotherm of the T .field crosses the meri-



dian of A at this point. We then consider the nearest ~ isotherm cros-

sing this meridian at a point with the small negative value o{
0 

of o(. • Ap

plying the linear interpolations the forecast formula (215) becomes: ,., 

1/ ( 'ft J ).0 ' t) =: -1 z ( . 1_ . ) [(~+~ { f r; }. - o{ . { fl Fo}. ) X 
() oi.J+f ol..t J J f+:J 

(218) ~, , 

xjt-r: J '/.) "" + ({flU. - {p F. J) ~~~("',f. ) o/ dot J ~~I ll J +<f j , J ~ ~ 
with o( ~ = d. . for j·= ~ 2.~ •.. 17 and o( / _ 0 • When the isotherms of the J ~ o-
field (ioe. the streamlines of the advection vector H ) are sufficiently 

crowded in the vicinity of the forecast point A ( p.,) , the computation of 

the weighted meridian integration can also be performed in another way. We 

now consider, on the meridian of A , the points fc • k-~· with J ·= o,1,2, 
3 ... • For any function fty;) we then have: 

. ( 7Tj::z.-A " 
(219) .M.(f}= J1 (j'{«.,PoJ/to()elot =/fYoJ+.lt!,'(l-j';n) )( 

o Mx [/(f.+J-/) -/(JPoij, 
and the forecasting fonnula now becomes 

1t 

(22o) ~('f., ).D,t:) ~ {fFo} (fo,lo, ~) .,.. L ~'(~-j·; J'oJ[ffFo }( 1.1- k-j·; ~-~ ~) -
1 -/pF.} ('Po 1 ~o1 c)] , 

the values of {fF.J for r= y;, +-1-4j being determined by the Unea inter-

polations (217). · Except .tor the rather peculiar case where {(1 Fo } varies 

rapidly along the meridian, it is quite sufficient o eep onl,y the first t 

terms ( i = -:1, 2 ) in the preceding formula. This formula is probably be 

most appropriate for numerical computations al.ong classical l:ines , wher s 

(as) is ltell adapted to be introduced in an analogue electronic compute . 

In the majority of cases the gradient of { f Ji} a.long t he rldian o 

the forecast point A(fo) can be CCilSide d1 in formulA (220) , constant 

inside the latitude interval .n to ro~-nlt~ wb3re t he i\mction q?«,!fo) fp Fo} 
still contributes appreciably to the value of the weighted advection int egral . 
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The formula ( 220) can then be simplified by applying 
1. j o/2- JP, the weight function ( ~ ti''(o(

1 Y?J) t{ oL :::: d 1 0 . 

and reduces to: 

a general property of 

see the next paragraph) 

(221) if {fo, l.,t).::;. { p F.}( 'f., ).., t) + ~ Y'o lfpFo} (y. _,_ ~ ;•.-~. ,& ) -
-~ -~pFo}(Y'o,l.)t-)]. Since ~:: '31 7 we have ~ . = o. 9 degrees. A good appro:xima.tion of the eom-

plete forecasting formula is then so~times obtained by the simple advection 
~ of fl F;, along the streamlines of H crossing. the meridian of A at the 

points of latitude ,% and Y:, + 0.9 degreeso For large values of the advec
t.i.on time and even when ~ 1:, = :1, the formula (221) gives future values of J/ that can be profotmdly different from the results obtained by the advec

~ tion of ft fi along the streamline of H crossing the initial meridian at 
the forecast point A (lfo) • This is a consequence of the divergence that -
the H streamlines may present in an upstream direction. As a matter of 
fact, in spite of being very near to each other in the vicinity of the fore-+ 
cast point A/ !fa J A 0 ) , the H streamlines tros.sing the meridian of A at 
the latitudes fa and f 0 + 0.9 degrees may present a marked divergence in -l'I8:Dy cases, with the result that a point of one of these H streamlines and -a point of the other H streamJine with the same value of the advection 
time Ill8¥ be situated very far from one another for sufficiently large values 
of the advection time. 

38. Properties of the weight fui.lction - The weight function 

{i (f1 Yb)::: (j {o<, 'f'o) = ~ t;}p/~ 'f )k:::: k f;j (fo+-«-} (C#«- ~ \~_fD - t.fJPo4t'~ol) 
is obviously an antisymmetric function with respect to the equator: 
C,(f, YJo) =-9 {-YJ-~J. Moreover, it has the important property of being norma-
lised to unit y: 

wi. th the consequence that 

I - QD_ 



for any function f which is independent of latitude ( 'd//Jy = 0 ). 

The derivative ~9/Jol is given by: 

!.i_ = - G t:J (Po +o!J [1: _ 1 
')o( 4i112('ft +ol.) ] . 

It shows that the .function q {p/
1 

Pc) is divided in two different domain by 

( 
-:t;2) 

the value n :: anu;, * / z 7°1 sI 0 For fa > 7 ° f .f' we J:ave ot;j)cx 

< 0 whereas (~t;/Jo(L=.v>O for J'o .t.. 7° tS' . Conseqnently, the 

equat.or.iaJ. regions are very different from the other regions for what con

cerns the weighted meridian :integration and the forecasting fomula. In the 

equatorial regions, the influence of the actvective function f~~} on the fu

ture pressure values first increases and then decreases for increasing meri

dian distance from the forecasting point. On the cmtrary,outside the equa

torial regions this influence of [ f1 Fo J only presents a decrease vith in

creasing of.. 
1 

and the decrease becomes more and more rapid when ~ approache 

the poleo From the po:int of view of the weighted advection method, th e 

properties of the behaviour of the weight function are the e~l.anation of the 

important differences between intra tropical and extra tropical perturba.tions. 

The expansions or£ (~<X -lj ~ :~/" oL )*and of 4f (-k IJft"'-) show tl'at 

for smal.l values of ol.. am. as a consequence of t magni of ~ ( - 64) 

the weight function can be written as follows: 

(222) c L - ~G" j1.)ol 
'i {of, Y'o ) == r< IJ, ( n -r ~; e . 

The electronic analogue generation of the weight tunction ems to be easier 

when rking with this approx:illation than with the c ete expression (21.6) . 

In Figure 2.P which represents the function q (".fo) for ~::: 64, the above

mentioned properties of the weight tanction are quite evident. Anot.her pro

perty, which is very useful. in same computations and was already pplied when 
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deriving ( 221) from (220), is the following: for 1%1> 10° the relation 

1
1r/Z-..)Po 

(223) .M..("'-)"" J. q '(ot, !fJ.) <X dol = f ~y. 
holds approximately. 

39o The developnent field of the pressure field accordipg to th8 fore

casting formula - The development field of any fUnction with first order de

rivatives is given by 

Let us consider the development: field (i.e. the deepening or tilling) of the 

.fUnction if= .10 2~1/ft+C) instead of the development field of t be pressure 

perturbat ion function itself. The forecasting fozmula (200) then gi.Tes : 

~ (Yc,,lo1 t-):: -f1. [i!lf Fo} ll'}{P)]+M[lfl(Hly>,)-R {1 )) ~ ., . p ')f) p .\ ~ ') 

(224) x ~I Fo) 1 -1- H M f{ F.:} .2.. (ifl)]- M [lfl. H ('f) 1/,c;,J] c ~ ~ (1 ° 4A P P !P 4 'f -

-(k~y.) H_, [ f {f~) -M ( 1 ffF.})] . 

Thanks to t he arbitrariness of the initial manent C = 0 t he deve.lo nt 

field can be analysed by setting t = 0 in the preceding relation. We thus 

obtain: 

(225) 

1J, (y.,A,, 1:=0) -:::-M (F. l)~:p) +M [r~ fy.)-~ (y>) )x 

)( 7JFo] -M [H (y;) !.5_] -( -k ~ !fo) H [Fu -M(Fo)l o.A " 1y Y 'J. -In these rvlations H and H denote the components of H with respect .l ., 
to longitude and lat itude. The relati on (225) shows that in tb g eral case 

when /; does not tu1..fil. an1 restrict1n condition, the necessary aDd sutfi-
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cient conditions for a vanishing development field are the following: __.,. 
a) p :: constant on any streamline of H ; 
b) Jt~ = 0 and d H)./ 0 f== (). 

It must however be remarked that the second and following ten:ns of the right 

side of (225) are generally negligible against the first term. Hence: 

(226) 

which shows the .fundamental part. played by the non - analytici ty factor ft in 

the development field of the pressure perturbation. This relation leads to 

the important conclusion that an .ana.zytical pressure field only has a negli

gible development. The main cause of the development (i.e. of the deepening 

and the fi 11 in g) of a pressure perturbation is the non-analyticity~ By in-

trodueing (220) in (226) we get: 

<221> .e; (r., A., t-~ o) =-M [(d -£) ;~· _,_ ~~ J . 
We have seen in § 25 that the equation of pressure variations of the hydro

dynamical theory of perturbations and the equation of pressure vai'iations of 

the 1·reighted advection method reduce to one another in the important particu

lar case where the function f< 1
, defined by (168) reduces to a constant on a 

~ 

given geopotentiu surface. \ie then have on this surface a 6--:::: 1..: Hence, 

the develoJI%1Eilt field of a pressure perturbation with /_, '= constant on a gi

ven geopotential surface is simply: 

~ (~1 Ao;t=o) .== -1'1. (EL) 
"Je 

In the great majority of eases 0 j/ ~ IJ has an order of ma~itude smaller 

than the order of magnitude of the de.velopnent field. Consequently, it can 

be said that the development (i.e. the deepening and the filling) of a pres

sure perturba.tion is negligible when the function ~ 1, defined by (168)' re-
duces to a ~onstant on a given geopotentia.l surface. The main cause of the 
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development (and of the non-analyticity) of a pressure perturbation on a gee

potential. surface is the space variation of the f'tmction i' on this surface 
1 

io.e• the SJaCe variation of the function r defined by: 

(see the 

(=(If +fhJ 
j§ 24 and 25 for the meaning of the symbols). In other words: the 

nain cause of the development of a pressure perturbation is the vertical fric

tional force which appears when the condition of adherence of the fluid to a 

given geopotentia.L surface is introduced in the hydrodynamical problEIIl as a 

boundary condition (see ~ 24). 

By means of the relations (219) and (223) the expression (227) takes the 

form: -s (Y'., l., t-:o 0) ={(£-:f) ;; -~] (f.,l..) -1-

+(~ r.) [(Cf~ -t) ;; -~)tr.rk:'-t,) -((£-d) J -i])<r.,l.J 
which is a good approx:ima.tion when 1 }Pol >i.O o. The most interesting point 

about the developnent field is the development (deepening and filling) of the 

centres and cols of a pressure perturbation. On these centres and cols we 

have I )/o jo 9 = 0 1 and the preceding relation gives: 

~lYe, l., t) = (~'f.- :f J:jf (fc, le)+(~ rrfa1- t) ;: - -;;Jn~k~~.) 
the subscript C denoting as al~s the values of the different quantities 

at a centre or a col of the pressure perturbation. This relation im:Dediately 

shows that the infinitesimal development of the centres and cols of a pressure 

perturbation decreases as ~fo when approaching the poles. More precisely, 

the deepening and tilling of the centre and cols of the pressure perturba

tions has a smaller order of magnitude in the polar than in the temperate re-

gions. 

40. Weighted ad..-ection electronic computer - It is a rather easy matter 

to find an electronic solution for the problem of the rapid performance of 
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the different operations leading to a numerical forecast based on the fore-

casting formula (215). Let us remark first t t, contrary t o all other .u& 

merical f orecasting essays by means of electronic machines,., the computer is 

here applied, not to find an approximate solution of a p~.rt.ial differential 

equat ion or of a system of partial differential. equations, but simply to per

fom.i as quickly as. possible, the geometric and analytical operations which 

appear in a finite expression obtained once and for all and representing the 

general solution of a .fun~tal equation of evolution. 

The different operations included in formula ( 215) have been described 

in t he preceding paragraphs. As already saidi they can be divided in t1110 

parts : a) t he operations leading to the determination of the advective func

tion { fJ ~} ; b) the operations of the weighted meridian integrat ion or 

f f Fa } (see in Figure 1 the clain of the operations) o Consequently, it is 

natural to divide also in two parts the weighted advection electronic compu

t er ( to be named below by the abbreviation WADEC). The first part works vith 
--+ the map of the T field (ioe. with the map of tm }-[ streamJines), with the 

~0 ~and with the vallle.s ~· ·.of the coefficient /' of equation (214) on 

the H' streamlines necessary for the forecast at a given point A {Ya 
1 

Ao) · 
From t hese data WADEC must autonatical.ly determine~ 1 °) by the scanning of 

--..:. t h P of the T isotherms the adveetion ti.nt ( {)) on the _7-{ streamlines, with 

t he meridian of A(fo
1
A0 )as origin; 2°) by the scanning of the iso-~ uap: 

a ) the function f ( fozmula 209) and the function ;:: -= )o + 7 s b) the non - ana

lyticity factor f3 (formula 214). The simuJ.ta."leous determination of f) 
~ 

d P /i, on any poin of t he H streamlines iJrmediately gives the adnc-

tive .function f P Foj • The scanning of the maps can be perfomed either b1 

the spot of a cathode t ube with plane or cylindrical screen or by a .t'.1.2ed 

photoelectric cell, the maps being then placed on rotating drums with constant 

t ransla.tory motion along their axes. As a consequence of the map projection 

la (202) 1 s canning velocity is const ant, a condition which considerabl1 
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simplifies the scanning devices, as well as the electronic determination of 

the advection time which, according to (205), is a simple determination of 

the areas between consecutive isotherms and the initial and final scanning 

lines. 

The second part of WADEC is fed wi. th the values { p ~} . of { p fb} de-

t . d . 'J ermme by the first part as. functions of the advection time on each one of 

the isothe:nns .J= constant ( f= ~ 2
1 

_ •• n ) tmt are needed in the weighted 

meridian integration of { pfi} at a given point A(Yb,A.o}' This second part 

must then comprise essent:ially: a) a generator of the weight function ~{ol, ¥'J 
in which _Yc, is set on a potentiometer and o{ is the integration variable ; 

b) a linear interpolator (formula 217) between the successive {f F;, J. . and 

· giving {fl Fo} for any value of o{ between zero and L\o( , with ~ large 

enough for G {~ol/fo){flFo} to be negligible in. the weighted meridian int -

gralf e) an antilogarithm translator giving the future pressure values Jt(t) 

from the values '}j :::1 D 21f:J~0 (/t +c) of the weighted meridian integral of (fli;} ; 

d) a recorder of the forecasted values. 

The preliminary studies mdert.aken by the author during the years 1952-

55 have shown that the most appropriate el.Bctronic computer speeial.l.y devised 

for the formula (215) is probably a computer 1110rking nainly along t he prin-

cipl.Bs of the analogue computers. This is fu.ndam.en tally a consequence of 

the essent:ially geometric character of the operat ions t hat must be performed 

on the iso-llnes maps of f and ;r . The continuity of these operations 

seems to be better realised by a continuous scanning of' the maps of the data 

functions (which produces input voltages f eeding the interpolator and the in

tegrator of the second }art of the machine ), than b1 the grid of values of 

t he data functions which is neeessar.r to teed a digitaJ. computer. Moreover, 

the problem to be solved is to perfo:nn always the same operations of the same 

formula, and not to find numerical approxlmate solutions of a large cla11 of 

problems a1'ter their reduction to mere arithmetical probl The analogue 



computer can then be considered a priori as a much more economic solution 

than the universal digit computer. There is however the questio the in-

evitable errors of the analogue devices due to the temperatu coefficients 

of the resistances and to the instability of the amplifiers. l!l spite of the 

rather favorable condition that the allowed reJ.ati ve error i..'"l the computed 

values is 2% , some difficulties of this kind were encountered in our preli

minary essays, but. we think that they can now be easily overcome thanks to 

the rapid technical progress of recent yearso Simil.arly, the necessary pre-

cision in the synchronisation of the scanning of the two data maps is no more 

the awkward question that it was some years ago. Finally, the necessary sta

bility of the servanechani.•nns which automti.cally set the values of the {p/i} 
:; 

(obtained in the first part of the machine) could now probably be easily at-

tained. For these reasons we think that a detailed reappraisal. of the WADEC 

project would show the possibility of an analogue electronic solution of the 

problem set down by the formula (215). 

When the equatorial and the tropical zones can be excluded from the fore

casting region, a much easier electronic solution of our problem can be ob

tained by applying the approxi.Da.te formula (221) instead of the complete for-

mul.a. ( 215) • In this simplified solut.ion the generation of the weight tune-

ti.on and the weighted meridian integration are completely avoided and the se

cond part of the simplified WADEC thus reduces to a multiplier, an antiloga

rithm translator and a recorder. fureover, the 1·1rst. part now s:Unply worlts 

for the detennination of the advection function { f3 F.}. on only a couple of 
~ $ 
H streamlines crossing tre meridian of the forecasting point A (~ 1 ~0) at 

points '/'o -~ ( o(o > 0 ) and fo +-of~ defining a latitude interval com

prising ~ and n + ~<--t. When the quantity (otoo~-o{d)- ~-~ is a smal_: 
quantity, the determination of { p Fo J and f ,S Ji} on this couple of 1l 

Olo "J~ 
streamlines then gives, by the linear interpolation (2.17), the vaJ..ues of {f1~} 
for 'Jo and fo 1- /{ -d : 
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I and the formula ( 221) becanes: 

(228) :J ( 'lo I J.~, 1:) "='- i f1 Fo} j ~--4-l-,~ + <>'.) r{pF.J -If F. J l· 
"o ,. o{L + ofo J l. o1., o!o 

This expression is the l:asis of the simplified computer, a mueh light. er de

vice than the complete WADEC. Since the 1\mction f defined by {209) is a 

small quantity compared with Jo , the fmlction f; can be replaced in the 

preceding formula by :Jo without any appreciable errorJ l:hus gt.\n·ns : 

the factor of non-analytic! ty being detennined by ( 214) o We thus see that 

the determination of "'J can also be avoided, a further important simplifi

cation of the structure of the first part of WADEC. The determination of (3 

by means of fomula (214) is also a simple operation, since the infl.uence on 

(3 of the frontal diseontinuities of the function f is quite negligible :in 

the great mjority of cases, Moreover, the magnitude of the quantity 

f' 6'o -Jtcn)~~ +.:YooJ allows us to replace the eJq>onential by the first t 

tems of its expansion, thus giving simply on any streamline of the advection 

vector: 

(230) j3 =· d _ ~ ( if'o - Jl~o _' , 
I Ye +')/.nJ j 

The formulae {229) am (230) are the basis of a simpJi tied weighted advection 

method which, in most ca~es, gives results practically identical to those ob

tained by the application of the complete fomulae, provided the equatorial 

and tropical regions are exclmed from the forecasting domain. 
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For material reasons, eDmples of the application of the weighted advee

tion method (and specially of its simplified version) will be given in a sub

sequent paper .. 
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